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Preface
This guide is the approach taken by the Legal Aid
BC Gladue Program up until March 31, 2021,
when accountability for the program was
transferred to the First Nations Justice Council.
Legal Aid BC required the Gladue report writers
on its roster to produce high-quality reports that
the subject of the report and the courts can
depend upon. The writers are entrusted with the
sacred stories of Indigenous people that are
presented to the courts. Legal Aid BC published
the Best Practices for Writing Gladue Reports and
Understanding Gladue Principles to support
writers in their work.
Legal Aid BC had contracts with legal reviewers
who go through every Gladue report submitted
to the court as a quality assurance measure.
This Guide for the Legal Review of Gladue Reports
has been written for their benefit and follows
the same guidelines as the Best Practices for
Writing Gladue Reports and Understanding
Gladue Principles.

ii

A note on terminology
Unless directly quoting or referring to a legally defined concept, this report prefers
the term Indigenous to Aboriginal. Here is a brief explanation.
Aboriginal, when used in Canada, usually refers specifically to the first inhabitants of
Canada, and includes First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples. 1 It is from the Latin ab
origine, which translates to “from the beginning.”2
Canadian legal documents such as the Constitution Act, 1982, 3 and decisions of the
Supreme Court of Canada use the term Aboriginal more than any other. For this
reason, Aboriginal can sometimes be part of a defined Canadian legal concept. For
example, the Constitution of Canada recognizes the rights of the “aboriginal peoples
of Canada,” 4 which includes “Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of Canada.” 5
Indigenous is more often used internationally and encompasses a variety of
peoples. Canada has also embraced this term. The United Nations has refrained
from defining Indigenous for many reasons, including the need for flexibility and to
respect the desire and right of each Indigenous people to define themselves. 6
However, there is an often-cited working definition that was developed in the 1980s
(specifically by José Martínez Cobo, the Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission
on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities): 7

1.
“Terminology,” Identity, Indigenous Foundations, First Nations Studies Program, last modified 2009,
indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/terminology/.
2.
Legal Aid BC, A Teacher’s Guide to A Second Chance: A Gladue Rights Story (Vancouver, BC: Legal Aid BC:
2020), 42.
3.

Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11.

4.

Ibid., s 35(1).

5.
Ibid., s 35(2). Another example is “Aboriginal title” in Tsilhqot’in Nation v British Columbia, 2014 SCC 44
[Tsilhqot’in Nation].
6.
Asia Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions and the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: A
Manual for National Human Rights Institutions (Sydney, Australia, and Geneva, Switzerland: United Nations,
2013), ohchr.org/documents/issues/ipeoples/undripmanualfornhris.pdf, 6–8.
7.

This definition is cited in ibid., 6.
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Indigenous communities, peoples and nations are those which, having a
historical continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that
developed on their territories, consider themselves distinct from other
sectors of the societies now prevailing on those territories, or parts of
them. They form at present non-dominant sectors of society and are
determined to preserve, develop and transmit to future generations their
ancestral territories, and their ethnic identity, as the basis of their
continued existence as peoples, in accordance with their own cultural
patterns, social institutions and legal systems. 8

“Aboriginal law” can be a confusing expression, as it frequently refers to both the body
of Canadian law as it applies to Aboriginal peoples 9 and the body of laws developed and
maintained by Aboriginal peoples themselves. 10 “Indigenous law” is consistently
defined as the latter — the laws and Indigenous legal traditions of each Indigenous
Nation. 11
This guide refers to the person a Gladue report is written about as the subject. We
acknowledge that this term is not ideal, and that it might trigger some negative
feelings for some people. We mean to use it in a very basic way: the person a Gladue
report is written about is the subject of the report. We do not intend to remove
anyone’s sense of agency, nor to suggest that people are “our subjects.”
We have chosen this term over offender, as we do not think that people should be
defined by an offence. We also cannot refer to the subject of a Gladue report as a client
because Legal Aid BC’s role is limited to funding and coordinating Gladue reports.

8.
José R. Martínez Cobo, Study of the Problem of Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations, vol. 5,
Conclusion, Proposals and Recommendation (New York, NY: United Nations, 1987),
undocs.org/en/E/CN.4/Sub.2
/1986/7/Add.4, 29.
9.
Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland, “An Inside Job: Engaging with Indigenous Legal Traditions
Through Stories,” McGill Law Journal 61, no. 4 (2016), 730; and Thomas Isaac, Aboriginal Law: Commentary
and Analysis (Saskatoon, SK: Purich, 2012).
10. Jeffrey G. Hewitt, “Reconsidering Reconciliation: The Long Game,” Supreme Court Law Review: Osgoode’s
Annual Constitutional Cases Conference 67 (2014), 261n12.
11. See Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, vol. 6, Canada’s Residential Schools: Reconciliation;
The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (Kingston, ON: McGill-Queen’s
University Press, 2015), 45: “All Canadians need to understand the difference between Indigenous law and
Aboriginal law. Long before Europeans came to North America, Indigenous peoples, like all societies, had
political systems and laws that governed behaviour within their own communities and their relationships
with other nations. Indigenous law is diverse; each Indigenous nation across the country has its own laws
and legal traditions. Aboriginal law is the body of law that exists within the Canadian legal system. The
Supreme Court of Canada has recognized the pre-existence and ongoing validity of Indigenous law.”
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Part I What is a Gladue report?
A Gladue report is a comprehensive report that captures an Indigenous person’s
story. It may uncover the person’s cultural identity and family connections that
may have been previously unknown; it gives an opportunity for people to
understand and be aware of the intergenerational impacts of colonialism; and it
sets out a way forward by laying out alternatives to incarceration for the court to
consider. (These alternatives may rely on Indigenous laws and legal principles and
include restorative justice options.)
More precisely, a Gladue report for sentencing provides specific information
on the circumstances of the Indigenous person being sentenced, including,
most particularly:
1. “The unique systemic or background factors which may have played a part in
bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts”; and
2. “The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be appropriate
in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her particular
aboriginal heritage or connection.” 12
The court and this guide refer to these as the first set of circumstances and
second set of circumstances. 13
A Gladue report is neither a defence report nor a prosecution report. It is best
seen as a “friend of the court” report. Gladue reports should be accurate,
independent, and objective. One of its primary purposes is to help the court
ensure it has the necessary information about an Indigenous person to make
an informed decision on bail, sentencing, or appeal.

12. R v Gladue, [1999] 1 SCR 688 [Gladue], para 66, 1999 CanLII 679 (SCC); and R v Ipeelee, 2012 CSC 13
[Ipeelee], paras 72–74.
13. Ipeelee, paras 72–74.
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1. A different form of a pre-sentence report
According to the Supreme Court of Canada, a Gladue report is a “form of presentence report tailored to the specific circumstances of Aboriginal offenders.” 14
When courts set out rules for the substance and format of Gladue reports, they are
often drawing from the principles and rules for pre-sentence reports (PSRs). We will
apply the same principles in this guide, as some of the requirements for PSRs are
indeed relevant to Gladue reports. Also, courts have not yet elaborated as much on
what they require for Gladue reports as they have for PSRs. However, we must
always keep in mind that PSRs and Gladue reports are different. 15
First, it is often been recognized that a PSR’s focus is on risk assessment (broadly
speaking, the risk of recidivism). 16 However, this way of thinking “does not coincide well
with what must be prevalent in the analysis of the background and systemic factors,
and does not take into account the need to think about sentencing from a different
perspective” 17 — a perspective that includes Indigenous world views on justice. 18
Indeed, “an accused’s risk of recidivism stands to be substantively impacted by [what
the Supreme Court of Canada calls] the ‘unique systemic or background factors
which may have played a part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender before
the courts.’” 19 Jonathan Rudin further explains:
Risk assessment generally addresses the dynamic and static factors at play
in the life of the offender. Dynamic factors refer to things that the person
can change. Static factors look at those things that the offender has little
control over, for example, the community into which they are born, family

14. Ibid., para 60.
15. For short summaries of these differences, see Jonathan Rudin, Indigenous People and the Criminal
Justice System (Toronto, ON: Emond Montgomery, 2019), 113–14; and Benjamin Ralston, Gladue
Awareness Project: Final Report (Saskatoon, SK: Indigenous Law Centre, University of Saskatchewan,
2020), 65–70.
16. R v Sand, 2019 SKQB 18, para 45. See also Nate Jackson, “The Substantive Application of Gladue in
Dangerous Offender Proceedings: Reassessing Risk and Rehabilitation for Indigenous Offenders,”
Canadian Criminal Law Review 20, no. 1 (2015), 80–83; Kelly Hannah-Moffat and Paula Maurutto, “Recontextualizing Pre-sentence Reports: Risk and Race,” Punishment and Society 12, no. 3 (2010), 262; and
Rudin, Indigenous People, 113.
17. Marie-Andrée Denis-Boileau and Marie-Ève Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” UBC Law
Review 51, no. 2 (2018), 579, citing Hannah-Moffat and Maurutto, 264.
18. Ipeelee, para 74; and Gladue, paras 70–74.
19. Jackson, “Substantive Application of Gladue,” 85. See also Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and
the Duty to Resist,” 587–88.
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circumstances, etc. For the most part, Aboriginal offenders do poorly on
risk-assessment measurements largely due to the impact of static factors
that themselves reflect the impacts of colonialism that judges are to take
into account when sentencing. 20

In a Gladue report, these risk factors are given context — the history and treatment
of Indigenous people in Canada 21 — and viewed through a remedial lens.

Family history

Indigenous
community history
Current
circumstances

Personal history

Gladue report

20. Rudin, Indigenous People 113–14.
21. Hannah-Moffat and Maurutto, “Re-contextualizing Pre-sentence Reports,” 276.
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This means re-evaluating these factors and making sure they are not contributing
to systemic discrimination, 22 and not thought of in terms of risk assessment: 23
Gladue reports present offenders not simply as dysfunctional “risky” criminals,
but rather as individuals firmly situated within racialized histories of
oppression that place them “at risk”. In addition, we have shown that Gladue
reports do not use offender risk of recidivism as the benchmark from which to
determine recommendations; instead, they use a more nuanced holistic
approach to address the particular circumstances of the offence and the
overall needs of an offender. 24

Similarly, the potential for rehabilitation significantly increases if there are
“types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be appropriate in
the circumstances for the offender because of his or her particular
Indigenous heritage or connection.” 25 This is something not addressed in a
PSR. Gladue reports will address this set of circumstances to make sure that
the sentence is effective. 26 If a person was never able to get an appropriate
and effective sentence and was instead given inappropriate “opportunities”
that failed (e.g., inappropriate treatment), their potential of rehabilitation
would still be considered small in a PSR. 27 A Gladue report can address that.

22. Ipeelee, para 67.
23. Ibid., paras 67, 73, and 91; and Gladue, paras 66–69.
24. Hannah-Moffat and Maurutto, “Re-contextualizing Pre-sentence Reports,” 278.
25. Jackson, “Substantive Application of Gladue,” 88–97; and Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the
Duty to Resist,” 587–88.
26. Ipeelee, para 74.
27. Jackson, “Substantive Application of Gladue,” 88–97; and Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the
Duty to Resist,” 587–88.
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Second, unlike a PSR, Gladue reports are used and prepared not just for sentencing.
It has been recognized that Gladue principles and factors apply in many situations.
Therefore, Gladue reports can be prepared at different stages of the criminal justice
process such as bail hearings, 28 resolution discussions, and in other legal situations
unrelated to the criminal justice system. 29
As Legal Aid BC primarily funded Gladue reports for bail hearings, sentencing
hearings, and appeals (with some exceptions), this guide will focus on these
situations.

28. In R v Jenson, [2005] O.J. No. 1052 (ONCA), a Gladue report was used to determine how long an
offender was ineligible for parole in sentencing; in R v Sutherland, 2009 BCCA 534, for modifying orders
under s 161 of the Criminal Code prohibiting the offender from attending certain places; in Twins v
Canada (Attorney General), 2016 FC 537, for a parole board; in Ipeelee, para 87, for appeals; and in Ipeelee
for long-term or dangerous offender hearings.
29. In R v Sim, [2005] OJ No 4432 (ONCA), a Gladue report was used for a disposition by a review board
of an Indigenous person found not criminally responsible; in Frontenac Ventures Corporation v Ardoch
Algonquin, 2008 ONCA 534, for a sentencing of Indigenous individuals that were found in civil contempt
of the court for engaging in a peaceful protest; in R v Leonard, 2012 ONCA622, for extradition; and in
Robinson v The Law Society of Upper Canada, 2013 ONLSAP 18, for professional penalties or disciplinary
sanctions. Note that there have also been discussions about expanding Gladue principles to youth
protection cases.
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2. Bringing case-specific information to the court:
Legal principles
Gladue reports provide case-specific information that a judge needs to
fulfill their duties.

2.1. At the sentencing stage
For sentencing, the judge’s duties are stated in section 718.2(e) of the Criminal
Code of Canada. 30 They are further outlined in subsequent decisions that have
interpreted this section, 31 mainly R v Gladue and R v Ipeelee.
In Ipeelee, the Supreme Court of Canada explained that section 718.2(e) of the
code calls upon judges to use a different method of analysis when determining
a fit sentence for Indigenous people. 32 It explained that this section “directs
sentencing judges to pay particular attention to the circumstances of
Aboriginal offenders because those circumstances are unique and different
from those of non-Aboriginal offenders.” 33
The court also stated that “background considerations regarding the distinct
situation of aboriginal peoples in Canada encompass a wide range of unique
circumstances.” 34 These include two sets of circumstances in particular, as
defined by the court.

30. Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46.
31. See Gladue, para 93(7); and Ipeelee, paras 59–60.
32. Ipeelee, para 59.
33. Ibid., para 59.
34. Gladue, para 66.
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First set of circumstances
♦

These are “the unique systemic or background factors which may have played a
part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts.” 35

♦

Gladue writers must identify these factors, often called “Gladue factors,”
that apply to the subject. 36

♦

These factors affect whether a prison sentence will meaningfully deter and
denounce criminal conduct, 37 and why it might be less appropriate for an
Indigenous person. 38

♦

These factors, if not evaluated correctly, feed into systemic discrimination of
Indigenous peoples in the criminal justice system. 39 When these factors exist
in a person’s life, a sanction that considers the underlying causes of the
criminal conduct may be more appropriate than one only aimed at
punishment. 40 So finding ways to support the subject’s healing can be an
important part of a Gladue report. 41

♦

Consequently, the options (alternatives to incarceration) that a Gladue
report presents to the court must address the Gladue factors.

♦

Gladue factors shed light on the degree of culpability of the offender (also called
moral blameworthiness or moral culpability). 42 The information in a Gladue
report will help the judge correctly apply the fundamental principle of
sentencing: the principle of proportionality. 43

35. Gladue, paras 67–69; and Ipeelee, para 73.
36. Gladue.
37. Ibid., para 69.
38. Ibid., para 68.
39. Ibid., para 67; and Ipeelee, para 67.
40. Ipeelee, para 73.
41. Ipeelee; and Gladue, para 69.
42. Ipeelee, para 73.
43. Ibid. The principle of proportionality is under s 718.1 of the Criminal Code.
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Second set of circumstances
♦

These have to do with “the types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which
may be appropriate in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her
particular aboriginal heritage or connection.” 44

♦

The idea behind this is that “for many if not most aboriginal offenders, the
current concepts of sentencing are inappropriate because they have frequently
not responded to the needs, experiences, and perspectives of aboriginal people
or aboriginal communities.” 45 For this reason, the court needs to learn about the
world view of the subject’s Nation and community, specifically on the
“substantive content of justice and the process of achieving justice.” 46

♦

To help the court consider this set of circumstances, the Gladue report needs to
provide information on:
»

The community’s perspective, needs, and alternatives to incarceration. 47

»

The “aboriginal perspective,” 48 which has been interpreted as including
the “laws, practices, customs, and traditions of the group.” 49

»

Options that are culturally sensitive, appropriate, responsive and
address the “underlying cause of the criminal conduct,” such as an
Indigenous-specific treatment program. 50

44. Gladue, paras 70–74; and Ipeelee, para 74.
45. Gladue, para 73; and Ipeelee, para 74, citing Gladue, para 73.
46. Ipeelee, para 74, citing Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Bridging the Cultural Divide: A Report
on Aboriginal People and the Criminal Justice System in Canada (Ottawa, ON: Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples, 1996), 309.
47. R v Wells, 2000 SCC 10 [Wells], paras 38–39; Gladue, paras 69–71, 73–77, 80–81, 84, and 92–
93(10)(11); Ipeelee, para 74; R v Macintyre-Syrette, 2018 ONCA 259 [Macintyre-Syrette], paras 14 and 23;
and R v Standingwater, 2013 SKCA 78 [Standingwater], paras 51–53.
48. Gladue, para 74.
49. Tsilhqot’in Nation, para 35; and R v Delgamuukw, [1997] 3 SCR 1010, paras 147–48. See also R v Ippak,
2018 NUCA 3, para 84; Pastion v Dene Tha’ First Nation, 2018 FC 648, paras 6–14; C.P. and J.A. v. R, 2009 NBCA
65, para 26; and Lance S.G. Finch, “The Duty to Learn: Taking Account of Indigenous Legal Orders in Practice”
(paper, “Indigenous Legal Orders and the Common Law,” British Columbia Continuing Legal Education
Conference, Vancouver, BC, November 2012).
50. Wells, para 52; Gladue, para 92; R v West, 2020 BCSC 352, para 51; R v T.L.C., 2020 BCPC 314, para 49; R v
Duncan, 2020 BCSC 590 [Duncan], para 26; R v Awasis, 2020 BCCA 23, para 127; R v Ewenin, 2013 SCKA 50, para
28; R v Dayton Dillon, 2014 SKCA 83; R v Leigh, 2018 ONCJ 776, para 84; Standingwater, para 51; R v Sellars, 2018
BCCA 195, para 30; and Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 587–88, citing Jackson,
“Substantive Application of Gladue,” 88.
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♦

Information on Indigenous law will help the Gladue report justify (or ground) its
final options. It will also give supplementary legal tools so the judge can reach a
fit and effective sentence.

♦

Considering this set of circumstances ensures that the sentence will be effective. 51

The Supreme Court of Canada has stated that “both sets of circumstances bear
on the ultimate question of what is a fit and proper sentence.” 52 It explained that
judges “may take judicial notice of the broad systemic and background factors
affecting Aboriginal people generally, but additional case-specific information
will have to come from counsel and from the pre-sentence report.” 53
Counsel (defence and Crown) have a duty to bring this individualized and
case-specific information before the court in every case. 54 Gladue reports can
help them with this task. 55
The report must give the judge case-specific information on both sets of
circumstances described above. 56

51. Ipeelee, para 74.
52. Ibid., para 72.
53. Ibid., para 59, citing Gladue, paras 83–84. See also Gladue, para 60.
54. Gladue, para 60.
55. Ibid.
56. Ibid., para 93(6)(7).
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2.2. At the bail stage
In bail hearings at courts of appeal in most Canadian jurisdictions 57 (including the
British Columbia Court of Appeal), 58 Gladue principles have been applied. However, it
is hard to precisely describe how to apply Gladue and Ipeelee at bail. 59 The cases that
so far have applied Gladue principles for bail are contradictory and disparate, 60 and
the Supreme Court of Canada has yet to weigh in on the matter. 61
The recently adopted section 493.2 of the Criminal Code directs judges to give
particular attention to the circumstances of an accused Indigenous person.
Jurisprudential development and guidance on this new section will evolve over
time and should help define this better.
Some authors have extensively reviewed case law on the application of Gladue to bail
and the issues about such applications. 62 Based on their work, and on recent cases
on section 493.2 of the code, we will set out some guidelines on how to consider
Gladue principles at bail and the main risks of using them.
Let’s start with a brief overview on the basics of the law surrounding bail and of
some major issues affecting Indigenous people at bail.

The law surrounding bail
At the bail stage, the accused is still presumed innocent. A judge can only order
their detention on at least one of the grounds listed in section 515(10) of the
code (emphasis added):

57. Department of Justice Canada (Research and Statistics Division), Spotlight on Gladue: Challenges,
Experiences, and Possibilities in Canada’s Criminal Justice System (Ottawa, ON: Department of Justice,
2017), 38.
58. For examples, see R v Hope, 2016 ONCA, para 9; and R v Louie, 2019 BCCA 257 [Louie], para 35.
59. Rudin, Indigenous People, 149.
60. Jillian Rogin, “Gladue and Bail: The Pre-trial Sentencing of Aboriginal People in Canada,” Canadian
Bar Review 95, no. 2 (2017), 325; Department of Justice Canada, Spotlight on Gladue, 39; and Rudin,
Indigenous People, 146–67.
61. Benjamin Ralston, The Gladue Principles: A Guide to the Jurisprudence (Saskatoon, SK: Indigenous
Law Centre, forthcoming). See chapter on bail hearings.
62. Mainly Jillian Rogin, “The Application of Gladue to Bail: Problems, Challenges, and Potential” (LLM
thesis, Graduate Program in Law, York University, 2014); Rudin, Indigenous People, 146–67; and Ralston,
Gladue Principles (see chapter on bail hearings).
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(a) where the detention is necessary to ensure his or her attendance in court in
order to be dealt with according to law;
(b) where the detention is necessary for the protection or safety of the public,
including any victim of or witness to the offence, or any person under the
age of 18 years, having regard to all the circumstances including any
substantial likelihood that the accused will, if released from custody, commit
a criminal offence or interfere with the administration of justice; and
(c) if the detention is necessary to maintain confidence in the administration of
justice, having regard to all the circumstances, including
(i) the apparent strength of the prosecution’s case,
(ii) the gravity of the offence,
(iii) the circumstances surrounding the commission of the offence,
including whether a firearm was used, and
(iv) the fact that the accused is liable, on conviction, for a potentially
lengthy term of imprisonment or, in the case of an offence that
involves, or whose subject-matter is, a firearm, a minimum
punishment of imprisonment for a term of three years or more.
As well, any conditions imposed for the accused’s release must be necessary to
address risks related to these three grounds. 63
It is important to remember that at the bail stage, “the default form of release for an
accused charged with an offence, other than the very serious offences listed in
s. 469, is release on an undertaking without conditions (s. 515(1)).” 64 Detention and
conditions on release are both exceptions to this general rule.
The new section 493.1 of the code introduces the already existing principle of
restraint 65 to the code: a judge “shall give primary consideration to the release of the
accused at the earliest reasonable opportunity and on the least onerous conditions
that are appropriate in the circumstances.” 66 As mentioned, any condition must be
necessary for at least one of the three grounds. 67 Bail conditions must be “sufficiently

63. R v Zora, 2020 SCC 14, paras 84-85 [Zora]; R v Antic, 2017 SCC 27 [Antic], para 67(j).
64. Zora, para 21 (see also para 1); Criminal Code, s 515; and Antic, paras 21, 45, and 67(c).
65. Antic. See also Zora, paras 6, 25, and 82–83.
66. Criminal Code, s 493.1.
67. Antic, para 67(e); and Zora, paras 84–85.
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linked to the defined statutory risks” and “as narrowly defined as possible to meet
their objective of addressing the risks under s. 515(10).” 68
The protection or safety of the public (section 515(10)(b)) is the ground most
frequently brought up to keep a person detained after a bail hearing. But there must
be a substantial likelihood that the accused will, if released from custody, commit a
criminal offence or interfere with the administration of justice (and endanger the
protection or safety of the public). 69 When detention would merely be convenient or
advantageous, it would not be justified. 70

Under section 493.2(a) of the code, when
deciding about bail, a judge should give
particular attention to the circumstances of the
accused if they are Indigenous.

Also note that the recent changes to the code codify a principle of restraint
when it comes to using sureties. 71

68. Zora, para 86.
69. R v Morales, [1992] 3 SCR 711, 737; and Zora, para 84.
70. Ibid. See also Antic, para 67(e); R v Myers, 2019 CSC 18, para 67; and Zora, paras 84–85.
71. Criminal Code, ss 515(2)–(2.1).
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Indigenous people and bail
The Supreme Court of Canada recognized that Indigenous people are more likely to
be denied bail and are disproportionally represented in remand custody. 72
There is much evidence of systemic discrimination at the bail stage. 73 The 2019
final report of the Public Inquiry Commission on Relations between Indigenous
Peoples and Certain Public Services in Québec stated that both Crown prosecutors
and defence lawyers who were surveyed thought that Crown were more likely to
object to the release of an Indigenous accused than a non-Indigenous accused. 74
However, most said that this opposition would not be motivated by racism but
by environmental factors, which are themselves related to historical and
systemic factors. As one respondent summed up:
I don’t think the prosecutors object because of racism. But the realities of the
Indigenous communities create situations in which the factors to consider are
often less conclusive to release. The prosecutors must protect both the
community and the victims. Let me explain. Due to multiple social and
historical problems (legacy of residential schools, large numbers of youth
protection placements, overcrowding in homes, heavy incidence of sexual
abuse and domestic violence, alcoholism, poverty) and the lack of services for
addressing those problems, an Indigenous person has a greater chance of
coming before the courts than a non-Indigenous person. More priors often
indicate a higher risk of recidivism, which argues against release. They cannot
always respect the conditions, due to a difficult environment (inability to find
another place to live, size of community making it impossible to stay far away
from the victim, remoteness of treatment centres). This makes for a difficult
situation, because even though we have to acknowledge the unfavourable
situation that hampers release, we still have to reconcile all of this with the
needs of the victims and communities. 75

72. R v Summers, 2014 SCC 26, para 67; Gladue, para 65; and Ipeelee, para 61.
73. Government of Québec, Public Inquiry Commission on Relations between Indigenous Peoples and
Certain Public Services in Québec: Listening, Reconciliation and Progress; Final Report (Québec City, QC:
Government of Québec, 2019), 323–26; Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 74; Canadian Civil Liberties
Association and Education Trust, Set Up to Fail: Bail and the Revolving Door of Pre-trial Detention (Toronto,
ON: Canadian Civil Liberties Association and Education Trust, 2014), 75–79; R c Dubé, 2019 QCCQ 7985
[Dubé]; Judge Mara Greene, testimony for a hearing of the Public Inquiry Commission on Relations
between Indigenous Peoples and Certain Public Services in Québec, Montreal, QC, February 16, 2018,
transcript, vol. 62, cerp.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin
/Fichiers_clients/Transcriptions/Notes_stenographiques_-_CERP_16_fevrier_2018.pdf, 20; Rudin,
Indigenous People, 147–48; and Mathieu Chenette, La libération provisoire au Canada (Toronto, ON:
LexisNexis Canada, 2019).
74. Government of Québec, Public Inquiry Commission, 323.
75. Ibid.
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The commissioner acknowledged systemic discrimination against Indigenous
people at the bail stage:
Several witnesses said how unreasonable, even unrealistic, the conditions
for release are from an Indigenous perspective. For example, given how
small Indigenous communities are, forbidding the accused to be in the
presence of the victim is nearly impossible to respect. The same applies for
drug and alcohol consumption criteria and the treatment or therapy
obligations that may go with them when no resources are available in the
accused’s community or even language. Having no fixed address is an
obstacle to conditional release ….
In urban environments, other types of conditions pose particular problems,
such as the condition of not disturbing the peace, or prohibiting the accused
from being in public places. The fact that people who are homeless or
grappling with addiction problems need to access resources that are within
a prohibited perimeter makes things more complicated.
In my opinion, the undifferentiated application of both assessment criteria
and release conditions has a substantial discriminatory impact on
members of the First Nations and Inuit. Unable to respect the conditions
imposed on them, Indigenous offenders repeatedly breach them. This
triggers a cascade of events whose main result is to solidify their negative
relationship with the justice system. 76

76. Ibid., 324.
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In R v Zora, the Supreme Court of Canada recognized that Indigenous people are
disproportionately affected by unnecessary and unreasonable bail conditions
(and resulting breach charges). 77 These numerous and restrictive conditions
often set them up to fail. 78
In the recent case R v M.L.B., the Provincial Court of British Columbia said that judges
at the bail stage have to:
be mindful of the presumption of innocence and not detain persons,
including Indigenous persons, who would otherwise be releasable but for
the fact their personal circumstances (such as poverty, family dysfunction,
or mental health). 79

In another case, R v Gibbs, the Provincial Court of British Columbia said that it is
disproportionately difficult for Indigenous accused to secure sureties: 80
Many indigenous people that come before the court, particularly in Ms. Gibbs’s
circumstances, are unemployed, homeless, have minimal income and are
awfully socially isolated, particularly those that have relocated to urban centres.
They find themselves isolated even though, in the midst of a city and people all
around us, they tend to be isolated. I see those parallels with Ms. Gibbs.
There is a suggestion that a small amount of money can be paid by Ms. Gibbs.
I am not going to ask her to pay any amount of money for her release, and I
make this comment simply on the basis that the quantum of bail must be
determined to have regard to the disproportionate poverty and where
applicable the lack of private land ownership faced by indigenous people. 81

77. Zora, para 79.
78. Ibid., para 79, citing Canadian Civil Liberties, Set Up to Fail, 1.
79. R v M.L.B., 2019 BCPC 218 [M.L.B.], para 65.
80. R v Gibbs, 2019 BCPC 335 [Gibbs], para 26. See also Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 65–73.
81. Gibbs, paras 27–28.
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Words of caution
Now that we have set out some of the basics on the
law surrounding bail and looked at some issues
affecting Indigenous people at bail, let us focus on
the main risks of using Gladue principles at the bail
stage. We can then draw some guidelines on how to
apply Gladue principles correctly.

The risk of eroding the presumption of innocence
The danger of eroding, and even violating, the presumption of innocence is the most
significant concern when it comes to applying Gladue principles to bail. 82 These
principles were first created in the context of sentencing, a stage when the person
has already been found guilty or pleaded guilty. 83 As Jonathan Rudin wrote, “Courts
that have applied the Gladue principles to bail often fail to acknowledge the crucial
difference between a sentencing hearing and a bail hearing.” 84
When Gladue principles are used in the context of bail, the person is presumed
innocent, and the only thing the judge has to decide is whether they will detain or
release the accused, with or without conditions. A condition has to be justified by at
least one of the three grounds set out in section 515(10) of the code. (In other words,
necessary to ensure attendance in court, to protect the public or keep them safe, or to
maintain confidence in the administration of justice.) The condition cannot aim to

82. Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail”; and Ralston, Gladue Principles (see chapter on bail hearings).
83. Rudin, Indigenous People, 149–51.
84. Ibid., 149.
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rehabilitate the accused or have any other reformative goal. (You do not rehabilitate
someone who might be innocent as the innocent does not need to be rehabilitated.) 85
As the Supreme Court of Canada stated in R v Zora:
A condition that may be suitable for a sentencing purpose, like rehabilitation, will
not be appropriate unless it is directed towards the risks in s. 515(10) ….
Conditions should not be behaviourally-based …. A condition that merely seems
“good to have”, but is not necessary for the accused’s release, is not appropriate
…. Even if some condition is thought to be therapeutic, intended to help, or
“couldn’t hurt,” the prospect of additional criminal liability under s. 145(3) means
any such limits on otherwise lawful behavior may also attract criminal penalties. 86

The risk of overusing conditions and imposing unnecessary and unreasonable ones
There have been instances where applying Gladue at bail has the unintentional
effect of imposing a condition that is not necessary for one of the three grounds. 87
For example, a court might order an accused to go to a treatment centre for drug
addiction. But we must ask ourselves, Is the treatment necessary for at least one of
the three grounds? (In other words, necessary to ensure attendance in court, or to
protect the public or keep them safe, or to maintain confidence in the administration
of justice?) Is this the least onerous condition? If the answer is no and the condition
is imposed, then the Indigenous accused is being unnecessarily exposed to extra
conditions, which exposes them to more breaches 88 and is counterproductive to the
Gladue philosophy. As the Supreme Court of Canada stated in R v Zora:
Conditions will also only be reasonable if they realistically can and will be
met by the accused, as “[r]equiring the accused to perform the impossible is
simply another means of denying judicial interim release” by setting them up
to fail, as well as adding the risk that the accused will be criminally charged
for failing to comply. 89

85. Zora, paras 85 and 92–93; and Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail.”
86. Zora, para 85. See also paras 92–93.
87. Ibid.; Ralston, Gladue Principles (see chapter on bail hearings); Department of Justice Canada,
Spotlight on Gladue, 38; and Rudin, Indigenous People, 154–58.
88. Zora, paras 87 and 92–93.
89. Zora, para 87.
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How to apply Gladue principles correctly
Re-evaluate bail criteria to avoid contributing to systemic discrimination
Gladue principles at the bail stage should help the judge re-evaluate bail criteria
(criteria for detention and imposing conditions) to avoid contributing to systemic
discrimination. 90 “Courts have applied the Gladue principles to bail in the sense of
being attentive to any discriminatory impacts the criteria for bail might have when
applied to Indigenous accused and their proposed sureties.” 91
This is linked to the first set of circumstances of the Gladue analysis in sentencing
(see page 7). These circumstances demand attention to the systemic and
background factors that played a role in that individual coming before the court. 92
For example, socio-economic factors such as employment status, level of education,
and family situation can appear on the surface as neutral criteria. 93 However, they
are often relied upon to support detention or release. 94 These socio-economic
factors are inextricably linked to systemic and background factors. Gladue principles
encourage the court to consider these factors in a way that prevents systemic
discrimination. They will also help the court re-evaluate a history of administrationof-justice offences by providing context. 95
When courts assess the three grounds for detention or for imposing conditions, they
must keep in mind that the way these grounds have been interpreted has
traditionally served to disadvantage Indigenous people who are accused. 96 They
must look at these grounds through a different lens.

90. Ralston, Gladue Principles (see chapter on bail hearings).
91. Ibid.
92. Ibid.
93. R v Magill, 2013 YKTC 8, para 25, citing Ipeelee, para 67, citing Tim Quigley, “Some Issues in
Sentencing of Aboriginal Offenders,” in Continuing Poundmaker and Riel’s Quest: Presentations Made at a
Conference on Aboriginal Peoples and Justice, ed. Richard Gosse, James Youngblood Henderson, and
Roger Carter (Saskatoon, SK: Purich, 1994), 275–76.
94. Ralston, Gladue Principles (see chapter on bail hearings).
95. Ibid.; and Zora, paras 56–57.
96. Zora, paras 26 and 79.
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Here are some guidelines on how this can be done.
♦

Is there information that would otherwise be seen as weighing in favour of
necessary pretrial detention, or for imposing a condition on release? Cast this
information through a different lens by providing context with Gladue
factors. In other words, “All evidence proffered at a bail hearing should be
viewed through a social context lens that accounts for the colonization of
Aboriginal people in Canada.”

♦

If there are past breaches of conditions, this should be seen through a
“Gladue lens” rather than making any connection with a risk of recidivism
and non-compliance.
To the extent that the accused’s criminal antecedents are attributable to
systemic factors deriving from colonialism, such as poverty or substance
abuse, courts should view prior convictions as systemically motivated rather
as intentional disregard for the law, particularly in relation to convictions
for failing to attend court or failure to comply with conditions. 97

As an example, in R c Dubé (a decision of the Court of Québec), the Crown
objected to the release of the accused, invoking the numerous past breaches of
the accused. 98 Judge Pierre Lortie explained that at first sight, this is a serious
argument, but he thought that this must be placed in an Indigenous context, 99
which he directly connected to systemic discrimination.
He quoted the final report of the Public Inquiry Commission on Relations between
Indigenous Peoples and Certain Public Services in Québec, which found that for
Indigenous people, court orders are almost impossible to comply with for
many reasons. 100 The inquiry also found that people living in Indigenous
communities are most frequently charged with breaches, and that this
contributes to the revolving door in the courts. 101
For all these reasons, the court placed “the accused’s lengthy criminal history
with respect to breaches in context.” 102

97. Ibid., emphasis added.
98. Dubé, para 40.
99. Ibid.
100. Ibid., para 41.
101. Ibid.
102. Ibid., para 42, translated from the original French.
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In a similar way, in R v Gibbs (a decision of the Provincial Court of BC), the
record showed a history of non-compliance with release conditions. Judge R.D.
Phillips recognized that “prior convictions are usually systemically motivated
rather than as an intentional disregard for the law.” 103 He explained that
considering Ms. Gibbs’s own personal circumstances, her addictions, and her
Indigenous background, he did not see her actions as an intentional or a
flagrant abuse of the law. 104 He saw most of her offences as being related
“primarily to her own mental health, her own background and her own
difficulties and struggles, many of which are systemic in nature.” 105 In R v Zora,
the Supreme Court of Canada explained how breaches of bail conditions “may
lead to the denial of bail or the increased likelihood of more stringent bail
conditions for future unrelated offences.” 106 The court stated that such a thing
was problematic: 107
People with addictions, disabilities, or insecure housing may have
criminal records with breach convictions in the double
digits. Convictions for failure to comply offences can therefore lead to a
vicious cycle where increasingly numerous and onerous conditions of
bail are imposed upon conviction, which will be harder to comply with,
leading to the accused accumulating more breach charges, and ever
more restrictive conditions of bail or, eventually, pre-trial detention. 108
♦

The ability to follow the conditions of release, including the ability to attend court,
must be understood as mediated by systemic factors. 109 Jillian Rogan points out
an example:
If an Aboriginal accused has accrued convictions for failing to attend
court, it must be ascertained whether the accused had intended to
abscond or otherwise evade the courts process or whether the accused
was simply unable to attend because of systemic reasons.
Homelessness, living hundreds of kilometers from the place where the
courthouse is, lack of resources to physically attend at the courthouse
— these are all systemic problems, stemming from colonization, that
may be faced by Aboriginal accused.

103. Gibbs, para 25.
104. Ibid.
105. Ibid.
106. Zora, para 56.
107. Ibid., para 57.
108. Ibid.
109. Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 92.
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Where there is no evidence of an intentional disregard for court orders,
convictions for failing to attend or failing to comply should not militate in
favour of a detention order or the implementation of extremely onerous
releases. To do so would be to withhold reasonable bail because of the
systemic factors faced by Aboriginal accused. 110

In R v Zora, the Supreme Court of Canada stated that the mens rea (the fault
element of the crime) for a breach of condition of an undertaking under section
145(3) was a subjective one. This allows the court to “consider personal
circumstances and challenges of the accused.” 111

Prevent inappropriate, impossible, unreasonable, and unnecessary conditions
Some conditions of release are known to set up Indigenous people to fail and
contribute to overincarceration. 112 It is been proven that in some Indigenous
communities, some conditions are impossible to comply with, yet some courts are
still ordering them. 113
When it is possible that the court will impose such conditions, a good way to apply
Gladue principles at bail is to bring up case-specific information detailing how and
why some conditions might be impossible to comply with or might set up the
accused to fail because of their personal circumstances.

110. Ibid.
111. Zora, para 29. See also para 73.
112. Zora, para 79; Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 74; Canadian Civil Liberties, Set Up to Fail;
Government of Québec, Public Inquiry Commission, 323.
113. Zora, paras 26 and 79; Dubé, para 41; R v Omeasoo, 2013 ABPC 328, para 33; and Government of
Québec, Public Inquiry Commission, 324–26.
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As an example, in R v Zora, the Supreme Court of Canada explained:
First, judicial officials should be wary of conditions that may be directed to
symptoms of mental illness. This includes alcohol and drug abstinence
conditions for an accused with an alcohol or drug addiction. If an accused
cannot possibly abide by such a condition, then it will not be reasonable …. In
addition, rehabilitating or treating an accused’s addiction or other illness is
not an appropriate purpose for a bail condition — a condition will only be
appropriate if it is necessary to address the accused’s specific risks. Subjecting
individuals who are presumed innocent to abstention conditions may
effectively punish them for what are recognized health concerns …. If an
abstinence condition is necessary, the condition must be fine-tuned to target
the actual risk to public safety, for example, by prohibiting the accused from
drinking alcohol outside of their home if their alleged offences occurred when
they were drunk outside of their house ….
Second, other behavioural conditions that are intended to rehabilitate or help
an accused person will not be appropriate unless the conditions are necessary
to address the risks posed by the accused. As described by Cheryl Webster in
her report for the Department of Justice, “conditions such as ‘attend school’ or
‘attend counselling/treatment’ may serve broader social welfare objectives but
are [usually] unrelated to the actual offence alleged to have been
committed.” … There may be exceptions … where the judge found that an
“attend school” condition was sufficiently linked to the accused’s risks.
However, even if a condition seems sufficiently linked to an accused’s risks,
the question is also whether the condition is proportional: imposing such
conditions means that the accused could be convicted of a criminal offence for
skipping a day of school ….
Further examples of conditions with perverse consequences include “red
zone” conditions which prevent an accused from entering a certain
geographical area and “no drug paraphernalia” conditions. These conditions
may have especially significant impacts on marginalized accused persons.
“Red zone” conditions can isolate people from essential services and their
support systems …. Paraphernalia prohibitions can encourage the sharing of
needles if accused persons are not able to carry their own clean needles. 114

114. Zora, paras 92–93 and 97.
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Address issues with securing a surety
As the Provincial Court of BC has stated, “Many indigenous people that come before
the court…. are unemployed, homeless, have minimal income and are awfully
socially isolated, particularly those that have relocated to urban centres. They find
themselves isolated even though, in the midst of a city and people all around us,
they tend to be isolated.” 115 This makes it disproportionally difficult for many
Indigenous accused to get a suitable surety. 116
If a surety is required, even when it is a small amount of money, courts have
determined that “the disproportionate poverty and where applicable the lack of
private land ownership faced by indigenous people” must be considered. 117
The Provincial Court of BC has also stated that judges must “not detain persons,
including Indigenous persons, who would otherwise be releasable but for the
fact their personal circumstances (such as poverty, family dysfunction, or mental
health) limits their ability to put forth a perfect bail plan, residence, surety, or
cash bail to secure their release.” 118
Gladue principles are useful to shed light on these matters.

115. Gibbs, para 27.
116. Ibid., para 26.
117. Ibid., para 28.
118. M.L.B., para 65, citing Antic.
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Consider the “Aboriginal perspective” and the community’s
perspective at the bail stage
Some courts have “taken into consideration an Indigenous accused’s culture,
beliefs, legal traditions, and community standards in applying the statutory
provisions for bail.” 119 This is analogous to the second set of circumstances at
sentencing (see page 8).
The BC Court of Appeal explained that this would involve looking at release plans
that would, “because of his or her particular aboriginal heritage or connections, be
appropriate in the circumstances of the offender and would satisfy the primary,
secondary and tertiary grounds for release.” 120
Other courts found that when deciding if an Indigenous person should be released,
the court should examine whether Indigenous law, customs, and traditions assure
attendance in court and protection of the public (which are required for release). 121
As an example, in R v Silversmith, the court considered the Indigenous law as follows:
[The defendant’s lawyer] told the Justice of the Peace that if he released Mr.
Silversmith on bail, he would put at risk the very thing that Mr. Silversmith
values the most; namely, his family. Under aboriginal law, his duties as a
father and his duties to protect his wife and to provide for his family are
paramount. The court has direct evidence that aboriginal custom will permit
his sureties to in effect bind him under his law and his tradition to follow their
instructions…. I feel that aboriginal law and customs are very powerful
assurance of his attendance in court and will provide protection of the public
against him re-offending while pending trial. 122

119. Ralston, Gladue Principles (see chapter on bail hearings).
120. Louie, para 35, citing R v Robinson, 2009 ONCA 205, para 13.
121. R v Brant, [2008] OJ No 5375, 89 WCB (2d) 431 [Brant], para 21; R v Silversmith, [2008] OJ No 4646, 77
MVR (5th) 54, 81 WCB (2d) 697 [Silversmith], paras 19, 32–34, citing Brant; R v C.W., 2018 ONSC 4783
[C.W.], paras 45 and 48, citing Silversmith and Brant; and R c Penosway, 2018 QCCQ 8863 [Penosway], para
102, citing Silversmith.
122. Silversmith, paras 32–33.
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Another example is R v Jaypoody, 123 where the judge explained how a
release plan can connect with community standards and Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit—often translated as “Inuit societal values” (which would
include “Inuit social justice concepts”): 124
The norms of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit must be considered at every stage of
civil and criminal proceedings in the Nunavut Court of Justice. This includes
at a pre-trial bail … hearing …. The judge may conclude that releasing the
accused into the hands of an elder in a traditional outpost camp may
significantly reduce the risk of recidivism to an appropriate risk level: away
from the idleness created by too few jobs, away from the stresses of
overcrowding, away from the abuse of legal or bootlegged alcohol, away
from the pressures of negative peer groups, and back to a purposeful and
traditional way of life. If the judge grants pre-trial bail under these
circumstances, he does so in the context of community standards and Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit. 125

123. R v Jaypoody, 2018 NUCJ 36.
124. See, for example, R v Itturiligaq, 2018 NUCJ 31, para 62; and R v Itturiligaq, 2020 NUCA 6, para 74,
rev’g on other grounds 2018 NUCJ 31.
125. R v Jaypoody, paras 75 and 97–98.
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Part II What should a legal reviewer look for
when reviewing a Gladue report?

When reviewing a Gladue report, legal reviewers have five core responsibilities.
You must ensure that the report:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

contains enough information for a judge to fulfill their duties with respect to
Gladue principles at sentencing and bail,
reflects the specificities of the process for resolution discussions,
has no legal issues,
has no major quality issues, and
has no practical issues.

Unless the writer is being mentored, the legal
reviewer is the only person who will review a
Gladue report before it is given to counsel.
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3. Can judges fulfill their duties?
3.1. At the sentencing stage
When you review a Gladue report for a sentencing hearing, you are making sure it has
enough information to allow a judge to fulfill their duties under section 718.2(e) of the
code and can use the method of analysis set out in Gladue and Ipeelee. 126 The report
should include information on the two sets of circumstances (described in Part I, on
page 6).

First set of circumstances
The report must describe “the unique systemic or background factors which may have
played a part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts.” 127
♦

Are the background factors (often called Gladue factors) that apply to the subject
explained? Do we understand how these factors apply to the subject and why? Are the
Gladue factors connected to the shared history of Indigenous peoples?

♦

Does the report note the subject’s Nation, along with their original heritage and
current connections to their Indigenous community? Does the report include the
specific history of their Nation and community, as well as the subject’s specific
story within this broader story? 128

♦

Is the Indigenous identity and background of the subject clear? If someone
self-identifies as Métis, are they from the Métis Nation or is it because they have
Indigenous and non-Indigenous ancestors in a way that does not connect them with
the Métis Nation? (For example, a person could have a Blackfoot grandfather and nonIndigenous parents and other grandparents.)

♦

Does the report tell the specific history of the subject’s family within the broader
history of the Nation and community, and the subject’s story within it? 129

♦

Does the report analyze or describe the ways in which the Gladue factors apply
specifically to the subject? (This allows the judge to assess the subject’s degree of
responsibility and apply the fundamental principle of proportionality.) 130

126. Ipeelee, para 59.
127. For more on this set of circumstances, see Ipeelee, para 73; and Gladue, paras 67–69.
128. Ipeelee, para 80.
129. Ibid.
130. Ibid., para 73.
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♦

Do the sentencing options take into account the “underlying causes of the criminal
conduct”? 131

♦

Do the resources recommended for the subject address the systemic and
background factors that specifically apply to them? 132 (These resources are meant
to encourage healing 133 and reduce the risk of recidivism.)

Second set of circumstances
The report must describe “sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be
appropriate in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her particular
aboriginal heritage or connection.” 134
♦

Does the report discuss the world view of the subject’s Nation and community,
particularly on the “substantive content of justice and the process of achieving
justice”? 135

♦

Is this world view on justice specific to the subject’s Nation or community? This
should be specific to the subject’s Nation or community and not assume that all
Nations and communities see justice the same way. 136

♦

More precisely, does the report provide information on the following:
» The community’s perspective, needs, and alternatives to incarceration. 137
» The “aboriginal perspective,” 138 which has been interpreted as including the
“laws, practices, customs, and traditions of the group.” 139
» Options that are culturally sensitive, appropriate, and responsive and
address the “underlying cause of the criminal conduct,” such as an
Indigenous-specific treatment program. 140

131. Ibid.
132. Ibid., paras 73 and 80.
133. Ibid., para 73.
134. For further information on this set of circumstances, refer to Ipeelee, para 74; and Gladue, paras 70 to 74.
135. Ipeelee, para 74, citing Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Bridging the Cultural Divide, 309; and
Gladue, paras 62 and 70–74.
136. Gladue, para 73.
137. Wells, paras 38–39; Gladue, paras 69–71, 73–77, 80–81, 84, and 92–93(10)(11); Ipeelee, para 74; MacintyreSyrette, paras 14 and 23; and Standingwater, paras 51–53.
138. Gladue, para 73; and Ipeelee.
139. See note 49 for detailed references. See also R v Itturiligaq, 2020 NUCA 6, paras 74–78. The Nunavut Court
of Appeal stated that information on Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (defined as including Inuit social justice
concepts) and how it could be applied to the situation had to be presented to the court with evidence.
140. See note 50 for detailed references.
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♦

If the report includes information on Indigenous laws and legal principles, are they
appropriate and relevant? 141 For example, information on Inuit law likely would not be
appropriate when sentencing a member of the Tsilhqot’in Nation living in Xeni Gwet’in.

More generally, as one of the goals of section 718.2(e) of the code is to address the
overrepresentation of Indigenous people in jail, 142 the legal reviewer should make sure the
Gladue report sets out alternatives to incarceration.
A good report will lay out relevant sentencing options that are alternatives to jail for the
judge to consider. It is important that these options include mechanisms that the subject’s
Indigenous Nation or community uses to address harm. These options can be grounded in
Indigenous law or legal traditions. Some options will not be restorative in nature; some
may be punitive. 143 And we should remember that what is deemed punitive under
Indigenous law might be different than under Canadian criminal law, and a person may be
punished in ways other than incarceration (e.g., banishment or shaming ceremonies).
While restorative justice is an important tool to heal the individual, the community, and
the victim, it is not always rooted in Indigenous law or legal traditions. 144 It is important
that the Gladue report does not conflate restorative justice options with options contained
in Indigenous law or legal traditions.

141. According to John Borrows, “Indigenous laws should have direct application on reserves in all cases. Offreserve, provincial, or federal laws (as interpreted through the common law or civil law) should create the
main obligations for Indigenous people and other Canadians, though these obligations will hopefully be
influenced by Indigenous legal traditions.” Borrows adds that this doesn’t mean that, given Canada’s multijuridical nature, Indigenous laws should have indirect and varying influences in other territories, just as
common law and civil law will influence laws on reserve and will influence one another: “This approach
recognizes the interpenetrating nature of Canada’s legal traditions, which infuse, infiltrate, and permeate one
another’s operation when they are not being directly applied in any dispute within their immediate sphere of
application.” Borrows, Canada’s Indigenous Constitution (Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press, 2010), 163–
64.
142. Ibid., para 64.
143. Government of Québec, Public Inquiry Commission, 301; and Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland,
“Indigenous Legal Traditions: Roots to Renaissance,” in The Oxford Handbook of Criminal Law, ed. Markus D.
Dubber and Tatjana Hörnle (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2014), 235–39.
144. For papers that clarify these issues, see Larry Chartrand and Kanatase Horn, A Report on the Relationship
between Restorative Justice and Indigenous Legal Traditions in Canada (Ottawa, ON: Department of Justice, 2016);
Val Napoleon, Angela Cameron, Colette Arcand, and Dahti Scott, “Where Is the Law in Restorative Justice?” in
Aboriginal Self-Government in Canada: Current Trends and Issues, 3rd ed., ed. Yale D. Belanger (Saskatoon, SK:
Purich, 2008); and Jeffery G. Hewitt, “Indigenous Restorative Justice: Approaches, Meaning and Possibility,”
University of New Brunswick Law Journal 67 (2016), 313.
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Thus, restorative justice is important in terms of Gladue, but it should not be assumed
that restorative justice is all what is needed to meet the second set of circumstances
(see page 8):
Western notions of restorative justice may not be sufficient to ensure that
Indigenous offenders are sentenced in a way that is “appropriate in the
circumstances for the offender because of his/her aboriginal heritage or
connection” — a key factor in remedying over incarceration, according to Gladue. 145

Indigenous law is helpful to justify the final options section of the Gladue report, but
it also gives the judge supplementary tools to determine a fit and effective sentence.
If a writer refers to a written document on Indigenous law or legal traditions, it is a
good practice to append it to the Gladue report.
To describe the community’s perspective, needs, and alternatives, a Gladue report
should, where possible, address the following questions:
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

Does the community support the subject and think that they are capable of change?
What are the main social issues affecting the community?
How has the community addressed those issues?
Is the community willing and able to take responsibility for responding to
criminal behaviour?
Does the community have any sort of justice program or other practical ways of
carrying out alternative sanctions?
What culturally relevant alternatives to incarceration can be arranged that are healing
for the subject and all others involved, including the community as a whole?
Does the community have resources to help supervise the subject?
Does the subject understand and are they willing to participate in
traditional Indigenous justice? (This could be through the identified
Indigenous community or local support agencies.)
What healing resources are available to the subject (whether mainstream
or non-traditional)?
What is the quality of the subject’s relationship with their family and extended family?
Who makes up the subject’s support network (spiritual, cultural, family, and
community)? 146

145. Department of Justice Canada, Spotlight on Gladue, 24, referring to Jeannette Gevikoglu, “Ipeelee/Ladue
and the Conundrum of Indigenous Identity in Sentencing,” Supreme Court Law Review 63, no. 2 (2013), 205. For
more sources that tackle the relation, and confusion, between Indigenous legal traditions and restorative
justice, see Chartrand and Horn, Report on the Relationship; Napoleon and Friedland, “Indigenous Legal
Traditions,” 235–39; Gevikoglu, “Ipeelee/Ladue and the Conundrum,” 219–23; Napoleon et al., “Where Is the
Law”; and Government of Québec, Public Inquiry Commission, 301.
146. R v Rose, 2013 NSPC 99, para 31; and Macintyre-Syrette, para 23.
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3.2. At the bail stage
A Gladue report at the bail stage should help a judge assess whether detention or
imposing conditions is necessary for at least one of the three grounds listed in
section 515(10) of the Criminal Code. 147
As stated in Part I, it is hard to precisely define how Gladue applies at bail. However, we
can identify some guidelines and risks. First off, a legal reviewer should make sure they
understand the difference between Gladue at sentencing and Gladue at bail before
starting a legal review of a Gladue report for a bail hearing. 148
When reviewing a report for bail, keep in mind that the report will not likely be as
comprehensive as Gladue reports prepared in other situations. A report for bail might
have to be prepared in a shorter amount of time so that the person does not remain
in custody longer than necessary. This guide sets out what should be in the report for
bail if time permits. But note the reality of practice and timelines for a bail hearing. 149
We ask that you be flexible and use your judgment.
With all this in mind, consider the following questions when reviewing a Gladue report
for a bail hearing.

Is there enough case-specific information to help a judge evaluate bail criteria
in a way that avoids systemic discrimination?
To evaluate the ground for detention under section 515(10)(a) of the code (attendance in
court), and to apply a Gladue lens, a judge must have enough Gladue background
information (or context) on the following if any of it applies:
♦

If the accused cannot provide an address. 150

♦

If they have intimate ties with people in a foreign country. 151

147. M.L.B., para 60.
148. See “2.2 At the bail stage” in Part I.
149. See Rudin, Indigenous People, 151–52; and Ralston, Gladue Principles (see chapter on bail hearings).
150. Chenette, La libération provisoire.
151. Ibid. This could happen to some communities that have close ties with people in the United States. For
example, the community of Akwesasne is in both Canada (Québec and Ontario) and the United States.
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♦

If they have multiple prior convictions, or pending cases, related to breaches of
conditions of an undertaking, a release order, or a probation order. 152

♦

If they do not have roots in the community where they have been charged
(including family, friends, or a job). 153

♦

If they do not have a job and or are not a student. 154

To evaluate the ground for detention under section 515(10)(b) of the code (protection or
safety of the public), and to apply a Gladue lens, a judge must have enough Gladue
background information (or context) on the following if any of it applies:
♦

If the accused has a lengthy criminal record. 155

♦

If they have previously breached court orders. 156

♦

If they were already on bail or probation when the situation that brought the
new charge occurred. 157

♦

If they have prior convictions in matters similar to the current charge (especially
in matters of domestic and family violence). 158

♦

If they are part of organized crime or gangs. 159

♦

If they show instability (such as addiction to drugs/alcohol or mental illness),
especially if it is linked to current charges and/or past charges. 160

152. Ibid.
153. Ibid.; and Gary T. Trotter, Understanding Bail in Canada (Toronto, ON: Irwin Law, 2013), 34.
154. Chenette, La libération provisoire.
155. Trotter, Understanding Bail in Canada, 35.
156. Ibid.
157. Ibid.
158. Ibid.
159. Ibid.
160. Ibid.
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To help the court evaluate the ground for detention under section 515(10)(c) of the code
(confidence of the public in the administration of justice), the following can be included:
♦

The socio-historical context of Indigenous over-incarceration, mistreatment,
and systemic discrimination. 161

♦

A solid release plan. 162

To help the court assess the more specific factors set in section 515(10)(c)(iii) of the code
(circumstances surrounding the commission of the offence), and apply a Gladue lens, a
judge must have enough Gladue background information (or context) on the following:
♦

The accused’s personal circumstances — age, criminal record, physical or
mental condition, membership in a criminal organization, etc. 163

♦

The victim’s status and the impact on society of a crime committed against
that person. 164

♦

If the trial will be held at a much later date. 165

To help the court assess the more specific factors listed in section 515(10)(c)(iv) of
the code (a potentially long imprisonment), the report can provide any information
that helps it determine the length of imprisonment if the accused is found guilty. An
example is any mitigating circumstances that might be at play at the sentencing
hearing (like a lower degree of responsibility). 166

161. Duncan, para 45; R v Cyr, 2012 SKQB 534, para 52; Penosway, paras 185–86; and R c Kanatsiak, 2019 QCCQ
1888, paras 140–41.
162. Chenette, La libération provisoire, citing Nareau c R, 2011 QCCS 7311, paras 48 and 50–52; R v Vu, 2012
ONSC 2087, paras 55–57; and R v Dang, 2015 ONSC 4254, para 58. See also Duncan, para 50.
163. R v St-Cloud, 2015 SCC 27, para 71. For an example of the court evaluating the circumstances of an offence
and considering the personal circumstances of the accused through a Gladue lens, see M.L.B., para 57.
164. R v St-Cloud.
165. Ibid.
166. Ibid., para 65.
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If information on the community’s perspective is included, is it relevant
at the bail stage?
For example, is the community’s perspective useful in addressing one of the three
grounds of detention, or would it be more appropriate at the sentencing stage?

If information on Indigenous law, customs, and traditions is included, is it
clear how this assures attendance in court, protection of the public, and/or
confidence in the administration of justice?167
These laws need to address concerns that a judge could have in terms of the three
grounds of detention.

Are the options (or release plan) adequate, and do they address any
concerns the judge might have?

This is arguably the most important part of a Gladue report.

When evaluating the three grounds of detention through a Gladue lens, a judge might
acknowledge that jail is not the best option but might still decide to send the accused to
prison if they do not have a way to address their concerns for public safety.
For example, let us say that Marie has multiple prior convictions in matters of impaired
driving. While under probation for one of these convictions, she is arrested for impaired
driving causing bodily harm, and breaching a condition of her probation order to not
consume alcohol. Let us say that under section 515(10)(b), the judge believes that there is
a substantial likelihood that Marie will again drink and drive, and endanger the public.

167. Brant, para 21; Silversmith, paras 19 and 32–34, citing Brant; C.W., paras 45 and 48, citing Silversmith and
Brant; and Penosway, para 102, citing Silversmith.
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The judge could look at these prior convictions through a Gladue lens and acknowledge
that putting Marie in jail contributes to overincarceration of Indigenous people. But if the
judge is not satisfied that the options presented to them will prevent Marie from
endangering the public, the judge might nonetheless decide that jail is the only option.
If a release plan includes counselling or treatment, does the accused understand the
recommendation and are they willing to do it? The Gladue report should confirm this.
Otherwise, these options should not be included.
In summary, a legal reviewer should ensure that:
♦

The options will address a judge’s concerns about public safety; and

♦

The subject understands the options presented in the report, including counselling
and treatment, and agrees to take part in and complete them.

Is there any risk of eroding the presumption of innocence? 168
♦

Gladue reports for bail hearings should not discuss the current infraction. 169

♦

Gladue reports for bail hearings should not discuss the subject’s remorse or
lack of remorse.

♦

Words like the offender should not be in the report. Accused, defendant, subject of
the report, or simply the person’s name should be used instead.

♦

The following passage from Gladue and Ipeelee — “the unique systemic or
background factors which may have played a part in bringing the particular
Aboriginal offender before the courts” 170 — should not be cited unless it is
adapted to the bail context.

168. M.L.B., para 60. See also “Words of caution,” page 21
169. Under s 515(10) of the code, the circumstances surrounding the offence are relevant at the bail stage.
However, what will be discussed in that matter should be left to counsel. There could be an exception if this is
discussed previously with the counsel.
170. Gladue, para 66; and Ipeelee, para 59.
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First, as mentioned above, the word offender is incorrect at the bail stage.
Second, as Jillian Rogin notes:
An inquiry into “what brings the ‘Aboriginal offender’ before the courts” is
necessarily an inquiry into what caused their criminal behaviour. If the
presumption of innocence is to have any life at the bail phase, the only
possible factor that brings the person before the court is the fact of his or her
arrest. 171

While some courts have been using this passage and demanding an inquiry about
the “unique systemic or background factors which may have played a part in
bringing the particular Aboriginal offender before the courts,” 172 some authors have
pointed out that this is inappropriate at the bail stage. The person is presumed
innocent at this stage. Explaining how these factors brought the person in front of
the court would mean admitting there is a reason why they are in front of the court.
As the law surrounding this issue is still unsettled, Gladue reports should avoid using
offender and leave it to counsel to decide their own approach regarding this inquiry,
and whether or not they make a connection to the current accusations.
However, looking into the systemic or background factors that may have played
a part in bringing a person before the courts is appropriate to the extent that it
sheds light on prior convictions.

171. Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 50. See also Rudin, Indigenous People, 152.
172. See, for example, C.W., para 45, citing Silversmith and Brant.
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♦

It is not appropriate to try to reform a presumptively innocent accused person
at the bail stage. 173 Language about “rehabilitation” or “restorative justice”
should not be included.
If the accused needs rehabilitation or restorative justice, this implies that they
committed the crime they are accused of. 174
If treatment is recommended, it must connect to one of the grounds for
detention. 175 A treatment centre plan must address the concerns that detention
otherwise would have addressed. 176
While it is the lawyer’s responsibility to argue what is connected to the grounds for
detention and what is not, a Gladue report should not contain options that are totally
unrelated to the three grounds. (Again, the three issues are the subject attending
future court dates, the probability of endangering the safety of the public, and the
confidence of the public in the administration of justice.)
For example, if the release plan involves a treatment centre to address the accused’s
addiction issue, the report should not say that this will start the rehabilitation
process earlier 177 or anything along these lines. This implies that the accused needs
rehabilitation (which implies guilt). Instead, it might, for example, refer to treatment
as a way to prevent any conduct that would endanger the public.

♦

Options in a release plan should not be related to offences that the accused is
charged of, unless the option is related to one of the three grounds.
Addictions and trauma counselling should only be included if it addresses one of the
three grounds. If the charge involves domestic violence, recommending healthy
relationship training (or similar) would only be appropriate if it addresses one of the
three grounds. For example, in a case of domestic violence, the report should not say:
Joe could benefit from healthy relationship training.
This is problematic as it implies his guilt. (Why would he need healthy relationship
training if at the end, he is innocent?)

173. Ibid., 56.
174. Rogin, “Gladue and Bail,” 334–36.
175. Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 53.
176. Rogin, “Gladue and Bail,” 336; and Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 56.
177. Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 52.
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But if Joe has many prior convictions with domestic violence, the judge will have
concerns for the security of his partner (section 515(10)(b) is about safety).
The report could instead say:
Considering Joe’s prior convictions related to domestic violence, he might benefit
from healthy relationship training.

Has the report addressed the overuse of conditions, including unnecessary
and impossible conditions?
♦

Be sensitive to the possible risk that a release plan contains much more than is
absolutely necessary to address one of the three grounds. (See page 17.)
While it is the lawyer’s responsibility to argue what is connected to the grounds and
what is not, a Gladue report should not contain options that are totally disconnected
to the three grounds, completely unreasonable in the circumstances, or impossible
to follow in the circumstances.
Make sure that the report does not appear to assume that the subject will reoffend if
certain conditions are not imposed. Try to do this to the extent that is possible since
you may not be totally familiar with the details of the subject’s charges and
circumstances.

♦

Information on how some conditions could set up the accused to fail because of their
circumstances, which might be something they share with many Indigenous people, is
relevant in the report. (See “Indigenous people and bail” on page 13.)

♦

Information on how some conditions would be impossible to follow due to the
accused’s circumstances or their community’s circumstances should be included.

Does the report address any issues the accused might have securing a surety?
The report should describe the hurdles the subject could have in securing a suitable surety,
and how this is embedded in broader issues affecting Indigenous people in Canada.
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4. Gladue reports for resolution discussions
Gladue reports can also be written for resolution discussions, also called “negotiations.”
These are when Crown counsel, the accused, and defence counsel try to reach an
agreement without having to go before the judge. They could discuss “the charges laid
and their possible disposition”; 178 or in other words, they can “embrace several practices,
including charge discussions, procedural discussions … [and] agreements as to the facts of
the offence and the narrowing of issues in order to expedite the trial.”179
At Legal Aid BC, the requests for these Gladue reports usually came before a trial is held
and a verdict is rendered in a plea negotiation. A plea negotiation is when Crown and
defence counsel try to agree on some important issues, such as recommending a particular
sentence to a judge or modifying the accusation (e.g., reducing a murder accusation to a
manslaughter accusation) in exchange for the accused entering a guilty plea. 180
If Crown counsel, the accused, and the defence counsel reach an agreement, they will
present it to the court — for example, if they agree on a particular sentence, they will
make a joint submission with this suggestion to the judge. However, judges are not
bound by joint submissions on sentences. 181 Even if defence and Crown counsel agree on
a proposed sentence, the judge could make a different decision.
If you were reviewing a Gladue report for resolution discussions for Legal Aid BC, it is very
likely that the subject has not pleaded guilty nor has been found guilty yet. In any case,
make sure you can answer these two questions before you review the report:
♦

What is the negotiation about?

♦

Has there already been a verdict (guilty or not guilty)?

If the subject was already found guilty and the discussions are only about sentencing, then
review the report as you would a Gladue report for sentencing. It is the exact same thing.

178. BC Prosecution Service, “Resolution Discussions,” RES 1 in Crown Counsel Policy Manual (Victoria, BC: BC
Prosecution Service, 2018), 1.
179. Milica Potrebic Piccinato, Plea Bargaining (Ottawa, ON: Department of Justice Canada, 2004), 1.
180. R v Anthony-Cook, 2016 SCC 43 [Anthony-Cook], para 2.
181. Anthony-Cook, para 3.
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If there has not been a verdict yet, such as in a plea negotiation, remember that the
subject is still presumed innocent. The resolution discussions could fail, and the
matter could go to trial.
In this case, refer to the section on Gladue reports for sentencing but with the following in
mind. As in Gladue reports for bail, where the subject is also still presumed innocent, the
report should not include phrases that imply that the subject might be guilty (as this
would erode the presumption of innocence). More specifically:
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♦

The current infraction or the circumstances around it should not be discussed.

♦

The subject’s remorse or lack of remorse should not be discussed.

♦

Words like the offender should not be in the report. Accused, defendant, subject of the
report, or simply the person’s name should be used instead.

♦

Attempts at reforming accused persons, who are presumed innocent, is
inappropriate. There should not be language about “rehabilitation” (which would
imply that the person is guilty) unless it is done in a general manner and not
specific to the subject.

♦

If the report discusses Indigenous law, community involvement, or different options,
they should not be connected to the exact situation or current infraction but rather
discussed in a general manner. For example, the report should not say, “To respond
to the violence used by X towards his/her girlfriend, the community can offer …,” but
instead “In matters relating to domestic violence, the community can offer …” or “X
Nation law regarding violence include the following principles …,” etc.
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5. Are there legal issues with the report?
There are certain legal issues, both settled and unsettled, that arise when discussing what
should be in a Gladue report. This section contains guidelines on these issues.
Some of these guidelines are derived from case law setting out what is and is not
admissible in a PSR. This case law is relevant to Gladue reports, at the sentencing stage
and at the bail stage, with some necessary distinctions between a Gladue report and a
PSR. Some rules created for PSRs are not appropriate nor flexible enough for Gladue
reports.

5.1. The involvement of the Ministry of Children and Family
Development (MCFD)
♦

Under section 75 of the Child, Family and Community Service Act (CFCSA), 182 there is
a general prohibition on disclosing information obtained under the act (e.g.,
information from MCFD files). This includes anything that identifies a child who is in
care of the ministry.

♦

This applies when Gladue writers obtain MCFD files in an unconventional way (e.g., if
someone shares it with them unofficially). In this case, there should be no reference
to the information from ministry files.
If the Gladue writer feels like the information is relevant, they need to find
another source for it.

♦

If the subject obtained their own file and shares it with the Gladue writer,
information in the file can be included in the Gladue report. However, it is
recommended that references to a child currently under care, if relevant to the story,
are made in a way that obscures the child’s identity. References to a third party who
was under care as a child are fine, if relevant to the story.

♦

If the subject or a collateral (a person interviewed for the report other than the
subject) says in the interview that they were in the care of MCFD as a child, this can
be in the report, but it should state who said so. It is always preferable to have this
information corroborated.

♦

In the same way, if the subject or a collateral reports that someone else was under
care as a child, it can be included in the report if it is relevant to the story, but it
should say who provided the information. It is always preferable to have this
information corroborated.

182. Child, Family and Community Service Act, RSBC 1996, c 46.
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♦

Under no circumstances should there be any information that would identify a
person who has made a report to the ministry about a child.
Usually, if the subject or their lawyer obtained official access to the ministry
files, this information would be redacted.
If the subject or a collateral has personal knowledge of who made a report to the
MCFD and shares it with the writer, it still should not be included as it is likely
irrelevant and could cause harm in the community.

5.2. Disclosure of past criminal behaviours
The law, practices, and conversation regarding the disclosure of past criminal
behaviours in a Gladue report are unsettled. This section sets out some guidance
for navigating this issue.

If the subject says they were a victim of a crime by someone
♦

♦

The report should say whether this person was charged for this crime, and if so,
whether they were convicted.
»

If the report says they were convicted, it should also say that the Gladue
writer verified the conviction. This is usually done through an official court
records database (such as Court Services Online). 183 If they cannot find the
information through such a database, they should refer to other sources,
such as collaterals or newspaper articles.

»

For more serious crimes like sexual assault or attempted murder, the legal
reviewer should double-check the conviction by looking at the source
mentioned in the report (e.g., Court Services Online, the newspaper article),
except when it was revealed in an interview with a collateral.

»

If the person was charged but acquitted, the person can be identified, but
the report must say they were acquitted.

»

If the person was charged and found guilty, the person can be identified.

»

If the Gladue writer cannot verify the conviction and/or charge, the name of
the person should not be in the report (see the next bullet point).

If the person was not charged or the conviction cannot be verified, but it is
relevant to the story, make sure as much as possible that nothing can
specifically identify the person:

183. The Court Services Online website is justice.gov.bc.ca/cso/.
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For example, instead of:
Joe explained that he was sexually abused by his uncle Jack when he was 8.
it would be more appropriate to say, as long as Joe has more than one uncle:
Joe explained that he was sexually abused by an uncle when he was 8.
But in some situations, it might be unavoidable that a person is identifiable even
without naming them (e.g., a father, or a person easily identified by those who know
the family.) In this case, the report could include information that might identify the
person if it is relevant to the story, but the subject must agree to have this information
included in the report.
♦

The report can vaguely refer to a “family member” even if it would be better to know
precisely who is involved. The subject may not have agreed to have more specific
information in the report. Gladue writers should always determine the subject’s level of
comfort with the wording used in the report.

♦

If the person was not charged, the Gladue writer could include the following in the
report (if discussed):

♦

»

Has the subject already spoken about these events with someone?

»

Has the subject already considered going to the authorities about this?

»

If not, do they want to go to the authorities now?

»

If they do not want to go to the authorities, would they consider taking part
in counselling or restorative justice (even if the alleged perpetrator might
not participate and might deny the events, etc.)? If so, is this in the options
section of the report?

If the Gladue report writer felt they needed to discuss these events with collaterals,
they should first ask the subject for permission and could include:
»

Confirmation that the writer spoke with the collateral about the events.

»

Collateral confirmation about the allegation.

♦

It is also possible that the Gladue writer did not bring this up with the collateral. For
example, they may have concluded it would cause too much harm to the family.

♦

If the subject did not give permission, the report could include these details
and reasons for this decision. The reason can be as simple as the subject not
feeling comfortable about it.

♦

Writers do not have to discuss an allegation of a crime directly with the
alleged perpetrator.
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If the subject refers to a crime committed by someone else and they are not
the victim
♦

Is it relevant to the subject’s story? If not, it should not be in the report.

♦

If it is relevant, was the person charged with the offence? What happened
with the charge?

♦

If it is relevant and the person was not charged or found not guilty, ensure as much as
possible that nothing in the report could identify the person. As stated in the previous
section, sometimes it is unavoidable and the person is identified even without naming
them (e.g., a father, or a person easily identified by those who know the family.) In this
case, the report could include information that might identify the person if it is relevant
to the story, but the subject must agree to have this information included in the report.

♦

If it is relevant and the person was charged and found guilty, the person can be
identified in the report.
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If the subject admits past criminal behaviour for which they were
never charged
♦

This is not a black-and-white issue. At a sentencing hearing, the general rule “is that
the Court must always exclude evidence of controverted, untried charges from
adjudication upon sentence for a particular offence.” 184 The reason for this is that the
sentencing stage should not be the time to punish someone indirectly for a crime that
could not be proven through the normal process, or for which charges were not
pressed. 185 But there are some exceptions to the rule:
The court must draw a distinction between considering facts establishing
the commission of an uncharged offence for the purpose of punishing
the accused for that other offence, and considering them to establish the
offender’s character and reputation or risk of re-offending for the
purpose of determining the appropriate sentence for the offence of which
he or she has been convicted. 186

♦

Multiple cases in Canada have stated that a PSR should generally not refer to
uncharged past criminal behaviour. 187

♦

While a Gladue report is a form of PSR, 188 they are also different. A Gladue
report is tailored to fit the specific circumstances of Indigenous people before
the court: “Their purpose is to provide the court with individualized information
about how intergenerational and systemic effects of colonialism, displacement,
residential schools, poverty, unemployment and substance abuse have affected
the Aboriginal offender.” 189
While cases detailing what should and should not be contained in a PSR are
relevant, we cannot take for granted that all rules that apply to PSRs apply to
Gladue reports.

184. R c Couture, 2010 QCCA 614 [Couture], para 7, citing R. Paul Nadin-Davis, Sentencing in Canada (Toronto,
ON: Carswell, 1982), 196. See also R v Pauze, [1990] OJ No 553, paras 11–14; R v JCL, 36 CCC (3d) 32 (NCLA) [JCL],
paras 22–25; and R v Morelli, 37 CCC (2d) 392 (ONCJ), para 24.
185. Couture; and JCL, para 24.
186. R v Angelillo, 2006 SCC 55, para 32. See also R v Wesley, 2014 BCCA 321, para 17; and R v I.C., 2017 BCPC 2,
para 78.
187. Roussel c R, (1996) 112 CCC (3d) 538 (NBCA), para 20; R v Sparks, (1985) 66 NSR (2d) 253 (NSCA), para 10; R v
Donovan, 2004 NBCA 55 [Donovan], para 31; R v Bernier, (1978) 158 WCB (2d) 551 (QCCA), para 11; R v Wensley,
2010 ABPC 349, para 9; R v Arsenault, (1981), 21 C.R. (3d) 268 (PEI CA), para 15; and R v Murphy, [1979] NJ No 36
(Nfld CA) [Murphy], para 3.
188. Ipeelee, para 60; and R v Lawson, 2012 BCCA 508 [Lawson], paras 22–33.
189. Lawson, para 26.
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For example, the courts have decided that a PSR should not contain a victim impact
statement. 190 However, in some circumstances in some jurisdictions in Canada, it is a
practice to include some kind of victim impact statement within a Gladue report. 191
The Territorial Court of Yukon even encourages it. 192
♦

There have not been any cases that state that a Gladue report should not refer to
uncharged past criminal behaviour. Until there is case law on this point, the rest of this
section will give some guidance on the issue.

♦

Uncharged past criminal behaviour may be relevant to the story of the person. It could
be part of the systemic and background factors that led them to be in front of the
court. It can be connected to Gladue factors, addiction, poverty, etc. Specific details of
the criminal behaviour should only be included if they are highly relevant to the story—
otherwise, they should be avoided. For example, instead of:
Joe explained that he was using a lot of drugs, and started trafficking cocaine in his
community to pay for his habit.
it might be more appropriate to say:
Joe admits that he took a lot of drugs in the past, and at times when he did not have
enough money to support his addiction, he turned to other ways of accessing drugs.

♦

If the uncharged criminal offence could be viewed as an aggravating factor of the
current criminal conduct, it should not be in the report. 193 But it is not likely to happen
very often. The uncharged offence is only considered aggravating if the facts
underlying the unproven offence have already been proven beyond a reasonable
doubt, and if there is direct causal link between the uncharged criminal conduct and
the offence for which the offender is convicted. 194

♦

Keep in mind that referring to an uncharged criminal offence can create an
unconscious bias in the reader. It is very important to ensure that it is relevant to the
subject’s history and given a Gladue framework.

♦

It is worth noting that a PSR cannot be used as evidence. 195

190. R v Allen, [1989] NJ No 229 (NSCTD), para 17; R v Sam, 2005 YKSC 2, para 24; and R v Hildebrandt, 2005 SKPC
35 [Hildebrandt], para 37.
191. Without going through an extensive study of each province and territory, we can note that it is a practice
in Yukon, Quebec, and Ontario in some circumstances.
192. R v Quock, 2015 YKTC 32, paras 106–7.
193. R v W.J.M., 2012 ABPC 301, paras 9–11.
194. R v Shin, 2015 ONCA 189, paras 89–96, citing R v Larche, 2006 SCC 56. The case uses the terms nexus and
connexity: “The connexity requirement is met when the uncharged offence forms part of the same transaction
as the offence for which the offender is being sentenced” (R v Shin, para 92).
195. R v Brown and Urbanovich (1985), 31 Man R (2d) 268, 19 CCC (3d) 43 [Brown and Urbanovich], 52 (para 31)
and 76 (para 145), aff’d [1987] 2 SCR 693; R v Artinian, 1995 CanLII 10649, 25 OR (3d) 433, [1995] OJ No 4107
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If the subject admits past criminal behaviour for which they were found guilty
under the Youth Criminal Justice Act
♦

Section 721(3)(b) of the code requires that a PSR include the criminal history of the
offender under the Youth Criminal Justice Act (YCJA), 196 as long as it is within the period
of access listed in section 119(2).

♦

If it is outside the period of access, this criminal history should not be in a PSR, 197 even
if the offender brings it up to the PSR writer. 198

♦

A Gladue report writer should not have access to this criminal history outside of the
period of access. If for any reason they do, the report should not mention it.

♦

There have not been any cases that state whether references to past criminal history
under the YCJA can be in a Gladue report when the subject brings it up themself.

♦

In the meantime, here is some guidance: Generally, such references should not be in a
Gladue report outside of the period of access, as this would inform the judge that the
subject has been convicted under the YCJA. Outside the period of access, sentencing
judges would not have this information, and we do not want to be the ones informing
them.

♦

If it is relevant and necessary to the narrative, the report can simply refer to the
subject “having been in trouble with the law,” or some other vague reference.

(QL), para 35; R v Davis, 2011 ABPC 319, para 49; R c Guo, 2011 QCCQ 10469 (CanLII); and R c Beaudoin, 2010
QCCQ 2750 (CanLII), para 25. See also CED (online), Sentencing, Procedure and Appeals: Trial Court:
Information Before Court: Pre-sentence Reports: Contents, V.1.(b).(ii).B, s 855n8.
196. Youth Criminal Justice Act, SC 2002, c 1.
197. LSJPA — 0819, 2008 QCCQ 4524.
198. R v C.(D.L.), 2002 CarswellNfld 48, [2002] NJ No 51, 53 WCB (2d) 93.
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5.3. New facts or a different version of the facts relating to the offence
♦

A PSR should not be used to prove or assert any facts of the case relevant to
sentencing. 199 A PSR should not include new facts relating to the offence 200 or
suggest a new version of the facts. 201 However, the motives of the crime are
relevant. 202

♦

If a collateral does not believe the subject is guilty and believes in a different
version of the facts, the report is not the place to say it. 203 It should have been
said at the trial. 204
An exception is if people in the community are not objecting to the facts but
rather that the law is disrespectful of their legal traditions. This may be included
in the Gladue report, in the section about the second set of circumstances
(see page 8). 205

5.4. Unsubstantiated “facts”
♦

A PSR should be factual, not speculative. 206 The content of the report should be
founded on facts. 207

♦

Any significant statement from the subject should be corroborated as much as
possible (and by any means: collaterals, documents, etc.). If it is corroborated by
research, a report, a document, or similar source, is the source reliable?

♦

If the subject says they were victims of a crime, see page 42.

199. R v Revet, 2010 SKCA 71, para 7.
200. R v Corbiere, 2017 ABCA 164, para 14.
201. Hildebrandt, para 21; Brown and Urbanovich, 76; and R v D.C.R., 2017 BCPC 202 [D.C.R.], para 19.
202. R v Webster, 2016 BCCA 218, para 38.
203. D.C.R., para 19.
204. Donovan.
205. Ipeelee, paras 59, 72, and 74; and Gladue, paras 66 and 70–74.
206. R v White (1978), 16 Nfld & PEIR 46, para 11.
207. Ibid. See also Murphy.
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5.5. Statements that contradict a guilty plea
♦

If the subject pleaded guilty, a PSR should not contain any statement that contradicts a
guilty plea. 208 If such a statement is in the report, advise the Gladue writer to discuss this
with the defence counsel. and revise this part of the report once it is resolved.

♦

If the subject was found guilty by the court but they did not plead guilty and
maintains their innocence, the report can state this.

5.6. Co-accused
♦

Comments about a co-accused should not be in a PSR. 209

♦

If the same Gladue writer prepares a report on two co-accused, the reports cannot be
influenced by each other. The writer has to “start fresh” for each report, and they
cannot use interviews with the subject from one report in the second report.

♦

The writer cannot share what one co-accused said with the other.

♦

If the co-accused are also collaterals for each another (e.g., they are siblings), they will
be interviewed as collateral for each other. This is fine.

♦

In cases where the co-accused are from the same family, they will have common
collaterals. The Gladue writer can interview the collateral once to lessen trauma on the
collateral. (E.g., if the co-accused are siblings, the writer can do one interview with the
mother and use this same interview for both reports.)

5.7. Victims who are minors
If the victim of the crime for which the subject
will be sentenced is a minor, their name should
not be used in the report. Copying the manner
by which the victim is identified in the criminal
charges is a good practice.

208. R v Rudyk, [1975] NSJ No 33, para 16 (NSCA); Brown and Urbanovich, para 111; R v Bartkow, [1978] NSJ No
35, 1 CR (3d) S-36 (NSCA); and R c Maloney Bélanger, 2013 QCCA 1188.
209. R v Beacon and Modney, [1976] AJ No 565, 31 CCC (2d) 56.
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6. Are there any quality issues with the report?
6.1. Is the report neutral, balanced, and objective?
A Gladue report must be balanced and objective, as stated in R v Lawson. 210 It must present
accurate and comprehensive information through a neutral lens. 211 The Gladue report
writer should remain detached and not advance personal opinions or be an advocate. 212
Giving new context to what is in other reports — such as a PSR or a psychiatric report —
with a Gladue lens is appropriate for a Gladue report, as long as it is done in a neutral,
substantiated way. And it has to been founded on Gladue factors, not on the personal
opinion of the writer.

210. Para 28.
211. R v Florence, 2015 BCCA 414, para 15, citing R v Florence, 2013 BCSC 194, para 76.
212. Lawson, para 28. See also R v Woodcock, 2010 ONSC 3752, paras 38–39.
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Here is an example of looking at a PSR through a Gladue lens, 213
Contrary to the experience of the probation officer who authored the PSR, Joe
openly discussed the offence and his explanations for his actions. He said that he
“wished it didn’t happen.”
The explanation of his actions, in the context of the Gladue report, differed from
that in the PSR. While the PSR noted that Joe stated he did “not really remember the
events of the night” when asked about the offence for this report, Joe indicated that
he recalled his actions quite clearly.
The probation officer, in the PSR, noted, “the subject did not want to speak about
the offence before the court, so it is unclear as to whether he takes responsibility for
or understands the severity of his action on the victim and society.”
When asked about his answers during the PSR interview he said, “I don’t really get
along with cops and probation.”
Joe’s understanding and explanation of his actions, both the substantive offence
and those with which he has been previously convicted, and what the PSR report as
“minimizing his offence,” can be examined through the context of the Gladue factors
identified in this report. He has been socialized into an environment with a strong
mistrust of authority and has learned to rationalize and justify violence as a
necessary and preferable behaviour. Collateral A and Collateral B both indicated
that Joe’s experience with people in positions of authority has consistently been
negative, from teachers at school, to his interactions with police. In the community,
Collateral A said, “Everyone always told Joe he was a bad kid, teachers, cops,
everyone, so he doesn’t trust anyone like that.” Collateral B recalled that when Joe
was 12, “a cop shot his [Joe’s] dog right in front of him. Ever since, he never ever
liked cops. He always thought they were gonna do something.”
Moreover, there are concerns that Joe may suffer from Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder, impacting his ability to both control and understand the consequences of
his behaviour.

213. Written by Mitch Walker, Gladue report writer
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Here is an example of looking at a psychiatric report through a Gladue lens, 214
Joe reported that he was diagnosed with FASD. Joe said that he could not recall
when he was diagnosed.
The writer could not find any formal assessment in his medical records, but prior
reports prepared for the court referenced the diagnosis. 215
Joe was unable to provide any updated contact information about his mother, so
any confirmation from her regarding in utero alcohol consumption was not
available.
Linda, Joe’s aunt, could not confirm that Joe’s mother consumed alcohol while
pregnant, but remembers that alcohol was always around.
From 2014, until he was arrested, Joe worked with case manager Debra Dennis
at the Prince George Brain Injured Group.
She said, “Joe was harmless, but he was very vulnerable. He was surrounded by
people who took advantage of him.”
She noted that Joe’s brain injury is the result of repeated damage to his frontal lobe,
adding, “That means that he’s making decisions using a child brain. His executive
functioning is very low; he struggles with planning, multi-tasking, decision making,
and understanding new concepts.” Debra added, “Joe’s thinking patterns are very
slow, so he has trouble focusing and has both short- and long-term memory loss. He
lacks insight into his behaviour because of the damage, and it may be the case that
he does not know how to anticipate consequences as well.”
The psychological report, prepared by Eli Ewert, a clinical psychologist, took a
different view, noting that “Mr. Joe initially presented as co-operative and affable;
however, it became apparent that he was reluctant to disclose the extent and
seriousness of his offending behaviour, which may reflect attempts to minimize
responsibility, a lack of insight, a need to conceal the extent of his antisocial
behaviour or a mistrust of the judicial system.”
Interestingly, Eli Ewert also noted that Joe suffered from intergenerational
post-traumatic stress disorder, a consequence of the impacts of
colonization and Indian Residential School. He indicated that “acute and/or
chronic responses to colonialism may include a lack of insight into their
own motives a lack of empathy; feelings of victimization; symptoms of

214. Written by Mitch Walker, Gladue report writer
215. Normally, the writer would specify what these reports are, whether in the text or in a footnote.
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personality disorder; reacting to criticism with withdrawal, petulance,
disdain, rage, or defiant counterattacks; a persistent tendency to abuse
alcohol or other drugs with accompanying outburst of anger; and
expressed or unexpressed rage.”
♦

The Gladue report writer is not a behavioural expert. They should not make
connections between events, or past traumas, and present behaviours.
Do not say:
Joe lacks self-esteem, a result of being bullied at school.
If the subject connected the two ideas:
Joe endured relentless bullying in school. He grew up with a lack of
self-esteem, which he attributes partly to this bullying.
If the subject or their collaterals did not make a connection, the writer can refer to
academic literature:
Joe endured relentless bullying in school. He grew up with a lack of self-esteem.
Wilson (2017) states that people who suffered bullying in school are at higher
risk of developing self-esteem issues.
The writer should not be the one making the connection.

♦

The Gladue writer is not a doctor; they should not diagnose the subject or their
collaterals.
For example, if the report says that the subject suffered from alcoholism, the report
should also state whether there was an official medical diagnosis, whether it was
provided, and who made the diagnosis.
For example, instead of:
Joe suffers from FASD.
it would be more appropriate to say, in cases where there has been no diagnosis:
Joe’s mother has confirmed she consumed alcohol while pregnant with Joe. In
addition, Joe has symptoms of X, Y, and Z, which may correlate to FASD. However, he
has not been diagnosed as having FASD.
or in cases where there is a diagnosis:
Joe was assessed and diagnosed with FASD at 10 years old. Joe shared that he
suffers with symptoms of X, Y, and Z related to FASD. In addition his family shared…
In the case of FASD, it is worth noting that while a Gladue report writer certainly
cannot diagnose anyone with FASD or other conditions, they can collect relevant
information, such as confirming maternal alcohol consumption during pregnancy.
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This can sometimes lead to subsequent FASD testing in ways that can make
important differences in sentencing. 216
In these cases, the report should include “FASD testing” in its final options.
♦

Similarly, if a collateral explains that a third party has an illness but it is unclear if there
is an official diagnosis, the writing should reflect that.
For example, instead of:
His sister said their mother is an alcoholic.
it would be more appropriate to say:
His sister expressed the opinion that their mother is an alcoholic.

♦

For any medical condition, it is preferable to know whether there was an official
diagnosis or not. If there was, the report should say when it was made and whether
the subject received some kind of help or treatment.

♦

The Gladue report may suggest possible options that the judge could order,
particularly those tailored to Indigenous offenders, but it should not recommend
specific sentences. 217

6.2. Are there any issues with the narrative?
The Gladue writer is in charge of writing and organizing the report; the format should be
left to their discretion (how they organize the content and the sections, etc.). You should
only identify substantive issues.
A good standard of intervention for a legal reviewer is readability. For example, if the
report is so disorganized or lacking in chronological order that the reader is unable to
follow the narrative, you may have to advise the writer of this as respectfully as you can.
Here are some general storytelling guidelines:
♦

The story’s details:

216. See, for example, R v R.D.F., 2019 SKCA 112, paras 49 and 197–201. In this case, two psychiatrists
suspected that the subject was suffering from FASD, but there was no confirmation of prenatal alcohol
consumption at the time of their assessments. The Gladue report said that the subject’s mother consumed
alcohol while pregnant. After they received the Gladue report, both psychiatrists co-authored a letter
confirming their diagnosis of FASD.
217. Lawson, para 28.
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♦

»

In terms of timelines, if the writer talks about an event, do we
know when it happened? How old was the subject?

»

Are there enough details about specific events? For example, if the person
had an accident, what was the accident? If someone died, how? From what?
Was it a natural death? At what age?

»

If the subject was already involved in a program, what is this program
exactly? Instead of saying that the subject completed a treatment or a
program, it should specify “an alcohol addiction treatment with XYZ centre.”

»

Where is the subject’s Nation?

Connection to the subject. Make sure information contained in the report applies to the
subject:
»

If the report talks about the Sixties Scoop or residential schools,
was the subject affected by it?

»

How was the family and community affected by colonialism?

♦

Confirmation of events by the subject. If a collateral says that something happened to the
subject, it should be verified by the subject. If there is a discrepancy, the alternate
account of events should be included.

♦

Clarity or lack of information. While reading the report, if you feel something is unclear,
or there is any confusion or any unanswered questions, ask the writer to clarify; the
judge might feel the same. For example, if the subject plans to reside at someone’s
home, has that person been confirmed as a resource?

♦

Contradictions and inconsistencies. Identify any inconsistencies within the report such as
with dates, ages, spellings of names, etc.

♦

Repetition. Identify unnecessary repetition.

6.3. Are the standard details included in the report?
Gladue reports are expected to include the following information:
♦

Information about the Gladue writer, including their background, experience, and
qualifications. 218

♦

The confidentiality notice at the top of the report.

♦

The date of the report.

218. Lawson, para 30.
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♦

The subject’s date of birth and age. (Do not let the court make the calculation.)

♦

A list of the people contacted for the Gladue report (including titles or position). If
there are people who should have been contacted but were not, an explanation has
been provided.

♦

A list of documents reviewed for the preparation of the report, along with full citations.

♦

Full citations for any source quoted in the Gladue report so that readers can find it
themselves.

♦

On the first page of the report: the file number (or numbers) matched with a list of
counts, the name of the offence (or offences), and the specific sections and paragraphs
of the code.

6.4. Are there any editorial issues?
When it comes to writing style, every person has a preference, and this should be left to
the writer’s discretion. Point out only major issues when it comes to style and other
editorial issues. A good standard of intervention for legal reviewers when it comes to
editing is consistency.
However, Gladue writers are expected to follow these general guidelines:
♦

Numbers. Follow the guidelines in the Legal Aid BC Style Guide: 219
»

Spell out numbers one through nine, and use figures for 10 and above. (Use
your discretion if there are figures less than and above 10 in the same
paragraph.) Exceptions: parts of a book (chapter 5), units of money ($1.50),
measurement (3 kilometres), and age and time (19 years old; 2 hours 30
minutes). Also: s. 2 of the act; the court ruled 6 to 2.

»

Percentages: Use a numeral and spell out percent (10 percent). Only use %
when there are many percentages in one paragraph. Be consistent.

219. legalaid.bc.ca/brand-resources/writing.
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»

Use a comma in a number of four or more digits (for example, 2,000;
50,000). Do not put .00 after dollar amounts unless another figure in the
same paragraph or list does so. (Jane had $5 and Jack had $3. But, Jane had
$5.00 and Jack had $3.25.)

»

Do not start a sentence with a numeral — spell it out or rewrite the sentence.

♦

Capitalization. When it comes to capitalization, different editing guides will have
different approaches. The writer can decide the approach they want to follow, as long
as they are consistent. However, Aboriginal and Indigenous should always be
capitalized.

♦

Consistency:

♦

»

Are names spelled the same way throughout?

»

Has formatting been consistently applied throughout the report (fonts,
alignment, use of quotation marks, indents, verb tense, etc.)?

Abbreviations:
»

Did the writer spell out the first instance of the word or phrase before
abbreviating?

»

Did the writer consistently abbreviate throughout?

♦

Tone. The report should be written using an objective tone and formal language.

♦

Grammar:
»

Subject-verb agreement — a verb should agree (singular or plural)
with its subject.

»

Irregular verbs — note the different forms for the past tense and
the past participle (He went; He has gone).

»

Pronoun case (“you and he” for the subject of a sentence and “you
and him” for the object).

♦

Punctuation. Watch for comma splices and incorrect apostrophes (apple’s for sale /
apples for sale).

♦

Spelling. Watch for typos and errors with similar sounding words (they’re/their/there).

♦

Word usage. Watch for common mistakes (such as imply/infer).

♦

Citations. Are the citations complete, and is the style consistent? The citation and
editing style should be left to the discretion of the Gladue writers, but it should be
consistent within the report.
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7. Are there any practical issues with the report?
The suggested options might include alternatives to incarceration, programs in detention,
and so on. Go through the following questions to determine if these options are
appropriate.
♦

Is the subject eligible for the suggested options? For example, if the subject is a sex
offender who has not participated in a sex offender program, they may not be eligible
for certain treatment programs. Or if they have a prior conviction for arson, they may
not be accepted into a residential treatment facility.

♦

Did the program confirm that they have space for the person?

♦

When could the person be admitted?

♦

Are there any special circumstances, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, which may
prevent the person from being accepted into a program in a timely way?

♦

If there is a waiting list, are there other options to support the subject in the
meantime?

♦

Would the program allow the person to keep their job?

♦

Would participating in this program impact their family?

♦

Does the report specify who will pay for the suggested options? How are they funded?
How much does it cost?

♦

Does the report say whether the subject wants to take part in the proposed options?

♦

For community-based options that are not formal programs, there should be the same
level of detail. For example, if the report suggests that the subject might benefit from a
sweat lodge, Elder counselling, or a potlatch: What exactly is involved, and what would
be addressed? Who would organize it? What is their contact information? Did they
confirm that they are willing and available to do so? Which Elders would participate?
How would that benefit the subject? What would be the schedule—when would it start
and end, and if repeated, how many times? (If the schedule cannot be determined
because of the nature of the intervention, the report should include this information.)

♦

If the options include some culturally specific interventions or ceremonies, such as a
potlatch, does the report describe what it is and why it is relevant to the subject’s
situation? The report should mention if the ceremony or intervention is sacred and/or
if the content cannot be shared with outsiders for any reason.
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Part III Conclusion
As stated in the disclaimer at the beginning of this guide, the laws and practices
surrounding Gladue principles and Gladue reports are continually evolving.
Please remember that these are all guidelines to help legal reviewers review a Gladue
report. It might not always be appropriate to strictly apply them.
First, Gladue writing is a quickly evolving profession which has in its ranks professionals
with diverse backgrounds:
♦

Some writers have legal backgrounds and/or experience with the criminal justice
system, making it easier for them to understand criminal law in depths, while others
do not have such experience and knowledge.

♦

Some writers (and lawyers, for that matter) might have knowledge of the Indigenous
law of some Nations, while others have never heard of Indigenous law or have no
training on the role it can play in the Gladue context.

♦

Some writers are Indigenous and connected with their community and Nation, making
them more knowledgeable and creative in providing culturally appropriate ideas for
options.

Second and more importantly, Gladue writers have limited time and resources to produce
their Gladue report.
Ideally, a Gladue report would include all relevant information stated in this guide, and
solve all the issues we have identified. However, within the current state of Gladue, most
reports will not be able to achieve this. Therefore, we ask legal reviewers to be flexible and
use their best judgment when using this guide.

Conclusion
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Appendix: Checklist for the legal review
of Gladue reports
Here is a tool to help you apply the recommendations contained in this guide. As
mentioned in the conclusion, be flexible and use your best judgment when using this
checklist. It is not expected that everything on this list will be applicable for all reports.

Sentencing: First set of circumstances
The report must describe the unique systemic or background factors that may have
played a part in bringing the particular Indigenous person before the courts.
Are the Gladue factors specific to the subject described, and do the options address
these specific factors?
Does the report include the Nation of the subject, as well as their original heritage and
current connection to the Indigenous community?
Is the Indigenous identity and background of the subject clear?
Does the report describe the history of the subject’s community? And the history of the
subject’s family? Does it explain how the family and subject’s story fit within this
broader community story?
Does the report include tools to help the judge assess the degree of the subject’s
responsibility?
Does the report allow the reader to identify the underlying causes of the criminal
conduct and do the sentencing options take into account these underlying causes?

Sentencing: Second set of circumstances
The report must describe the types of sentencing procedures and sanctions that may be
appropriate for the subject considering their particular Indigenous heritage or connection.
Is there information on the community’s perspective, needs, and alternatives to
incarceration?
Is there information on the “Aboriginal perspective”—the laws, practices, customs and
traditions of the relevant Indigenous group?
Are there suggested options that are culturally sensitive, appropriate, and responsive?
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Do the options consider the community’s perspective, needs, and alternatives? Are
they based on the relevant Indigenous law, practices, customs, and traditions?
If the report refers to a written document on Indigenous law, is it included as an appendix?
Does the report give the impression that all Indigenous people have the same world
views on justice, the same laws, the same traditions, etc.? If so, this should be addressed.

Bail
Is there enough case-specific information to help a judge evaluate bail criteria in a way
that avoids systemic discrimination?
If the report includes information on the community’s perspective, is it relevant at
the bail stage?
If the report includes information on Indigenous law, customs, and traditions, is it
clear how this can ensure attendance in court, protection of the public, and/or
confidence in the administration of justice?
Are the options (or release plan) adequate, and do they address any concerns the
judge might have?
Does the subject understand and agree to pursue the options, including counselling
and treatment?
Does the report contain language that erodes the presumption of innocence?
Has the report addressed the danger of overusing conditions, including unnecessary
and impossible conditions?
Does the report address any issues the accused might have securing a surety?

Settled legal issues
Did the writer refer to an MCFD file that they obtained in an unconventional way? If so,
this should be deleted. Does the report include anything that would identify a person
who has made a report to the ministry about a child? If so, this should be deleted.
Does the report refer to criminal history under the YCJA outside of the prescribed
period of access?
The report does not include new facts relating to the offence or suggest a new version
of the facts.
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The report is founded on facts and not speculative. Facts are corroborated as
much as possible.
If the subject pleaded guilty, the report does not contain any statement that
contradicts a guilty plea.
If the subject has a co-accused, comments about the co-accused are not included.
If the crime committed by the subject was against a victim who is a minor, the victim is
not identified in the report.

Unsettled legal issues (recommended practices)
If the report refers to children currently under care, they are not identified.
When the report states that someone was in the care of MCFD as a child, the source of
that information is included.
If the subject was a victim of a crime and the report states that this third party was
convicted of the crime, the information was verified. For more important crimes, you
have double-checked the conviction by looking at the source identified by the writer
(unless the confirmation came from an interview with a collateral).
If the subject was a victim of a crime and the report states that this third party
committed the crime but was never charged (or if the conviction cannot be verified),
the report does not, as much as possible, specifically identify the person.
If the report reveals uncharged past criminal behaviours by the subject, it is
recommended to describe them in a non-precise way (with some exceptions). (This
information should only be in the report if relevant to the story and presented within a
Gladue framework.)
If the subject brought up their past criminal history under the YCJA outside the period
of access prescribed under section 119(2) of the YCJA, it is recommended not to
mention this in the report. If it is relevant and necessary to the story, this is done in a
non-specific manner.

Quality issues
The report is readable.
The report does not contain opinions (such as advocacy, blame, and causative language).
Unless there is an official diagnosis, the report does not state the subject has any kind
of medical condition.
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Are there any problems with the narrative, such as:
»
»
»
»
»
»

A lack of important details.
A lack of connection between some of the information contained in the report
and the subject’s story.
A confirmation by the subject of every major event that happened to them
and that were reported by collaterals, or an account of the discrepancy
between both reported stories.
A lack of clarity in some parts of the report.
Contradictions and inconsistencies. and
Repetition.

Standard details
Information about the Gladue writer, including their background, experience, and
qualifications, is included.
The date of the report is included.
The subject’s date of birth and age is given.
The confidentiality notice appears at the top of the report.
People who were contacted for the report are listed, including their title or
position. If there are people who should have been contacted but were not, an
explanation is included.
Documents reviewed for the preparation of the report are listed and full citations of
the documents are included.
Full and proper citations for any written source that is quoted in the Gladue report
are included.
The first page of the report has the file number (or numbers) matched with a list of
counts, the name of the offence (or offences), and the specific sections and
paragraphs of the code.

Editorial issues
Are there inconsistencies in the editing style?
Did the writer follow the guidelines in the Legal Aid BC Style Guide regarding the use
of numbers?
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Is the report consistent regarding capitalization, names, and formatting (fonts,
alignment, use of quotation marks, indentation, verb tense, etc.)?
Did the writer spell out the first instance of the word or phrase before abbreviating it,
and did they abbreviate consistently throughout the report?
Is the language formal and the tone objective?
Are there any issues with grammar, punctuation, spelling, or word usage?

Practical issues
Is the subject eligible to attend the suggested options?
Did the program confirm they have space?
When can the person be admitted?
Is there a waiting list? If so, what other options are available to the subject
in the meantime?
Would this allow the person to keep their job?
Would the person’s participation in the program impact their family?
Is the program or treatment funded? Who will pay for it?
Does the subject want to take part in the proposed options?
For community-based options that are not formal programs, is the same level of detail
provided? E.g., who will organize it? What is their contact information? Did they
confirm their willingness and availability? When could it be done? How would it be
relevant to the subject?
If the options include culturally specific intervention or ceremonies, does the report
describe what it is and why it is relevant to the subject’s situation?
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